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ABSTRACT

A chemical-isotopic equilibrium model was developed

for adjustment of radiocarbon ages of groundwater from the

arid Tucson basin for dilution of the initial groundwater

C-14 activity by the solution of soil calcite having a

C-14 of 25 ± 19% modern. Input to the model consisted of

the laboratory chemical analyses for Ca++ , Mg++ , Na+ ,

H4 SiO 4 , SO4= , HCO 3 , COL, NO 3 , and pH, and (5 C-13 for

the total dissolved carbon in the groundwater. Output

consisted of the equilibrium chemical composition of the

groundwater, the ratio of soil CO 2 derived to total dis-

solved carbon, Q, and C-13 of total dissolved carbon,

H2CO3' HCO3 ' and CO3, and cS C-13 for the soil CO2 and

calcite that initially dissolved in the surface water as

it equilibrated with soil minerals.

Radiocarbon age of the groundwater is computed from

the equation

T = 8270 ln [(Q + (1-Q) AC CO ) /Arala 3

where T is the age in years before A.D. 1950, Acaco is3

the soil calcite activity and Am is the measured activity

xi



for the dissolved carbonate in the groundwater, both with

respect to modern wood.

The validity of the model was tested by comparing

the predicted values for	 C-13 (CO 2 ), & C-13 (CaCO 3 )

with measured values for samples from the Tucson basin.

cS C-13 (CO 2 ) calculated = (-12.9 ± 1.9) per mil PDB.

cS C-13 (CO2 ) measured = (-15.1 ± 2.8) per mil PDB.

cS C-13 (CaCO 3 ) calculated = (-3.9 ± 1.7) per nil PDB.

cS C-13 (CaCO3 ) measured = (-3.6 ± 1.7) per mil PDB.

On the basis of these results, the model adequately de-

scribes the natural system and may prove useful in future

radiocarbon dating work in desert regions.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Methodology 

This study falls within the interdisciplinary field

of isotope hydrogeochemistry and follows a contemporary

trend in the geosciences toward the understanding of natural

processes on a fundamental level. The approach used here

is the development of a theoretical model based upon certain

principles of physical chemistry, isotopic fractionation

and the chemical composition of a natural water system, with

subsequent field testing of the predictions and assumptions

of the model. The process is basically deductive, having

the distinct advantage of guiding the progress of research

along a logical and theoretically sound path toward either

the acceptance or rejection of the model as a descriptor

of a natural system.

Statement of the Problem 

The radiocarbon age of groundwater is useful in

determining such aquifer properties as mean flow velocity,

regional permeability, and basin turnover time.

1
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Radiocarbon analysis of groundwater involves col-

lection of about 30 gallons of water in the field. In the

laboratory, the dissolved carbonate is extracted by

acidification and collection of evolved CO2 in a concen-

trated sodium hydroxide solution. Upon completion of the

extraction process, the sodium hydroxide solution is

acidified and the evolved sample CO 2 is placed in a gas

proportional counter for measurement of the carbon-14 beta

radiation, and thence, the C-14/C-12 ratio.

Under ideal conditions, the decrease Ln the C-14/C-12

ratio from time of recharge to time of sampling is due to

radioactive decay only. Knowing the initial and final

values of the ratio and the half life of radiocarbon (5730

years), it is possible to compute the temporal age. There

are, however, other factors that affect the C-14/C-12 ratio

besides the normal decrease due to radioactive decay. These

are:

a, dilution of the initial activity by dissolution of

carbonate minerals whose C-14/C-12 ratio is less than that

of atmospheric carbon dioxide;

b. loss of radiocarbon by exchange with aquifer lime;

c. dilution by radiocarbon-free petrolific/magmatic CO 2 .

The problem is to identify and assess the importance

of such factors, and then to devise methods to correct for

them quantitatively so that we may compute the change in
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the C-14-C-12 ratio that results from the radioactive decay

of carbon-14 alone.

Purpose and Significance 

The purpose of this research is to develop a means

for adjusting radiocarbon dates of groundwaters from the

semi-arid Tucson basin, Arizona for dilution of initial

activity by dissolution of calcite containing old carbon.

The means consists of a computer model that reconstructs

the initial chemical equilibrium conditions of the ground-

water, and the initial equilibrium carbon isotopic composi-

tion of the groundwater, soil gas carbon dioxide and

calcium carbonate.

The significance of this work is that correction

of radiocarbon ages of groundwaters from the semi-arid

Tucson basin will be possible based upon physical chemical

theory and field verification of model parameters. With

further investigation of model performance in other desert

areas, the general validity of the model could be assessed.

If generally valid, the model could be of considerable im-

portance in groundwater reconnaisance studies of desert

regions.

Background 

From the preceding discussion, we have seen that

there are two radiocarbon ages of a water sample:
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a. the raw age computed on the basis of loss of C-14

by radioactive decay alone;

b. the adjusted age that takes into account the changes

in C-14/C-12 ratio by other factors.

If the sample of water from which the dissolved carbonate

was precipitated entered the aquifer as a unit and moved

through the aquifer without mixing with other water in any

way, then the adjusted radiocarbon age would be equivalent

to the mean age of that water sample, i.e., the time

elapsed from recharge to sampling. However, in all

aquifers, mixing does occur to a greater or lesser degree.

Hence the C-14 age is different from (always less than)

the mean age of the water (Simpson, 1973).

Three cosmogenic natural radioisotopes have been

employed for age dating of water. Listed in order of de-

creasing frequency of use, they are 111, tritium with a

14
half life of 12.26 years; 6C, radiocarbon with a half life

32
of 5730 years; and the exceedingly rare 14 Si that has a

half life of 710 years. The natural radiotracers, for

practical purposes, may be considered to enter the water

body uniformly and continuously, and have the advantage

over artificial tracers in that they provide regional in-

formation over times commensurate with the time that it

takes groundwater to flow appreciable distances, i.e.,

0.2 to (5.5 x 10
-4

) years per foot (Todd, 1959). The long
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half life of radiocarbon makes it the isotope of preference

for studies of water movement in large, deep basins such

as the 1000 mi
2
 Tucson basin, Arizona.

The radiocarbon age of groundwater was of great

significance in determining such aquifer properties as

mean flow velocity, regional permeability, and basin turn-

over time (Vogel and Ehhalt, 1963; Ingerson and Pearson,

1964; Hanshaw, Back, and Rubin, 1965; Bennett, 1965;

Munnich, Roether, and Thilo, 1967; Pearson and White, 1967;

Tamers, 1967 a,-b; Tamers and Scharpenseel, 1970; Vogel,

1970; Pearson and Hanshaw, 1970; Pearson, Bendinger, and

Jones, 1972). Vogel (1967) used the radiocarbon dating

method to study flow patterns and flow rates of aquifers

in different regions of the Netherlands and used the flow

data to estimate recharge to an unconfined aquifer. Tamers

and Thielen (1966) related the time at which a lake in

Venezuela underwent desiccation to changing climatic con-

ditions about 6000 years age by means of radiocarbon ages

of peripheral groundwaters.

Common to all radiocarbon studies of groundwater

is the problem of estimating the initial radiocarbon con-

tent. This problem was solved by means of chemical and/or

isotopic models of varying complexity. Existing models

for C-14 dating of groundwater were devised for humid regions
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where soils are well developed, acid, high in organic matter,

and depleted in lime.

For soils developed on marine limestone, dissolu-

tion of carbonate by infiltrating acidic rainwater results

in the dilution of the initial C-14 activity of the water

because the limestone contains no radiocarbon. The models

(Mixmnich, 1957; Pearson, 1965; Vogel, 1970; Geyh, 1972;

Nook, 1972) corrected for this dilution by various chemical

and isotopic approaches to calculate the initial radio-

carbon activity, making age correction possible.

These models cannot, however, be used for the semi-

arid Tucson basin because of the stability of lime in the

desert alkaline soils. This soil lime is non-marine in

origin and forms initially from the weathering of silicate

minerals. It is neither devoid of C-14 nor is the carbon

isotopic composition (13C/12C) similar to that of marine

limestone.



CHAPTER 2

RADIOCARBON DATING METHOD

General 

14Radiocarbon, 6C, is the only naturally occurring

radioactive isotope of carbon. It is formed continuously

in the stratosphere and upper troposphere by the interaction

of cosmic-ray produced thermal neutrons with nitrogen:

1	 114
N + on 

14
6C + lp7 (1)

It is estimated that the production rate of C-14 is about

2.2 atoms/sec/cm2 of Earth's surface (Lingenfelter, 1963;

Lai and Peters, 1967). The natural inventory of radiocarbon

was severely disturbed by thermonuclear bomb testing that

commenced in 1954. After the Castle tests in the Pacific

in 1962 and 1963, levels as high as twice normal were re-

ported for the radiocarbon content of atmospheric CO 2 .

Once formed, the radiocarbon is first oxidized to
14C0 and thence to 14CO2' and is subsequently dispersed

throughout the atmosphere, biosphere, and mixed layer of

the oceans. Carbon-14 takes part in the carbon cycle of

the earth to the extent of its 8270 year mean life. The

half life of radiocarbon is 5730 years, although an older

7



less accurate value is in general use, 5568 years, and is

termed the conventional or Libby half life after Willard

F. Libby, the discoverer of naturally occurring carbon-14

and the dating method (Libby, 1955).

Radiocarbon decays by beta and antineutrino emis-

sion to nitrogen;

014	 14	 +
6C -÷	 7

N +	 V-1

Detection of carbon-14 is by beta spectrometry using either

gas proportional or liquid scintillation counting.

Pre-industrial time ambient C-14 activities are

taken as equal to the radiocarbon activity of wood growing

in the year 1890 A.D, This standard wood had a specific

radiocarbon activity of 13.8 disintegrations per minute

per gram of carbon. The National Bureau of Standards

oxalic acid standard has a carbon isotopic composition

that resembles the standard wood. This standard is in

general use at radiocarbon laboratories worldwide. The

oxalic acid activity times 0.949 is the modern (A.D. 1950)

standard activity, Ao (Broecker and Olson, 1961). The

year A.D. 1950 is, by convention, the zeroth year for

radiocarbon dates, and the notation "B.P. (1950)" refers

to years prior to A.D. 1950.

The C-14 specific activity of a carbonaceous sample

is directly proportional to the concentration of radiocarbon

8

(2)
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within the substance. The radiocarbon age dating equation

is then:

ln 2	AO
t (B.P. 1950) -	 ln T-t 1/2 (3)

where th	 'is the half life A
0
 is the activity of the modern

standard and A is the activity of the sample.

The usefulness of the age dating equation is limited

by the following assumptions:

a. all carbonaceous substances freely exchanging with

the CO2 of the 
atmosphere, biosphere, or mixed layer of

the oceans either directly or indirectly have a radiocarbon

specific activity equal to that of the modern standard;

b. upon the death of a living organism or otherwise

removal of a carbon bearing substance from exchange with

a C-14 source, the loss of radiocarbon proceeds by radio-

active decay alone;

c. radiocarbon has chemical properties that are pre-

dictable from the stable isotopes of carbon, i.e., 
12

C

and 13C, The 
12

C/
13
C ratio is about 90 in Nature;

d. the concentration of C-14 in atmospheric CO 2 has

remained constant over the last 50,000 years, the useful

range of the dating method;

e. the half life is known accurately and precisely.
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Radiocarbon Dating of Groundwater 

Insofar as radiocarbon is not a conservative en-

'	
18vironmental isotope of water, i.e. 3T;D; 
80 actually 1

are chemically bound within the H20 molecule while carbon-14

is dissolved principally as H2CO3 , HCO3 - , and CO3 , the

chemical history of groundwater is of critical importance.

Basic Chemical Model

Munnich (1957) was the first to use natural carbon-

14 for groundwater age determination. He recognized that

the principal problem involved estimation of the initial

radiocarbon activity of recharge water because trial dates

on recent water from N. W. Europe were too old by as much

as 2000 years. It became clear to him that the recharge

water contained a mixture of old and recent carbon. The

recent carbon was attributed to the CO2 dissolved in soil

water that originated from the atmosphere, from plant root

respiration, and from decay of organic matter. However,

carbon from soil lime, containing no radiocarbon due to the

great age of the parent marine limestone, was diluting the

initial carbon-14 activity of the water to an activity less

than 100% of the modern standard. The dissolution of CaCO 3

by CO2 charged water was modelled by the equation:

x CaCO3 + (x+y) • CO 2 + x H20 2x HCO3- + y CO2 + x Ca ++

(4)
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where x and y are the molar concentrations. According to

the equation, x moles per liter of recent atmospheric/

biogenic CO 2 are used to dissolve the same amount of CaCO3

and to produce 2x moles per liter of dissolved bicarbonate.

The remaining CO 2 concentration, y, remains as undissociated

H2CO3 and is unable to attack further CaCO 3 . This CO2 is

referred to as "free" CO 2 as opposed to "fixed" CO2 that

is dissolved in the water and/or bound in CaCO3 .

As the objective was to determine the initial

carbon-14 activity of the recharge water, a correction

factor Q was defined:

concentration of recent carbon 
Q - concentration of total carbon

(5)

Considering equations (4) and (5), the recent carbon con-

centration in the water will be equal in half of the dis-

solved bicarbonate concentration plus the concentration of

aqueous "free" CO 2 , H 2CO 3 and Q may be written as:

Q = (x+y)/(2x+y)	 (6)

As x and y may be measured by chemical analysis, Q may be

determined directly, and the age dating equation may be

rewritten as

t = (t 1/2/1n2)(1n(A0/A) + lnQ)	 (7)
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Assumptions of the Model.--Certain assumptions are

inherent to the basic chemical model. These are as follows:

a. The soil biogenic and atmospheric CO2 have a radio-

carbon activity of 100% of the modern standard.

b. The soil lime contains no radiocarbon.

c. The dissolved carbonate in groundwater originates

only from dissolved CO 2 and calcite.

d. Loss of radiocarbon proceeds by radioactive decay

alone once the water leaves the soil zone, i.e., no iso-

topic exchange.

e. The carbonate composition of ground water remains

unchanged with time, i.e., no chemical exchange.

Testing the Chemical Model
Assumptions

Since 1957 when Munnich proposed the basic model, the

assumptions of the model have been investigated in great

detail, Geyh (1970) found that soil CO 2 was slightly less

than 100% modern because of a hold-over of decomposing

organic matter whereby C-14 decays over a period of several

decades before CO2 is released. It is clear that only

soils that are high in organic matter will have a signifi-

cant hold-over effect on the carbon-14 activity of soil

CO2 . Semi-arid and arid soils contain virtually modern

CO2 because of the almost complete absence of organic

matter.
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Geyh (1970) was the first to test the assumption

that soil lime is devoid of radiocarbon. He stated that

there had been a considerable decrease in the lime content

of soils in humid regions during the Holocene, He Implied

that the assumption was almost correct because of such a

strong leaching rate of lime that isotopic exchange or

precipitation of lime could not have occurred. Finding,

however, that recent measurements of the infiltration rate

of rain water into loess and similar soils was only on the

order of 1 meter/year, Geyh reasoned that isotope exchange

could result in the contamination of soil lime by recent

bicarbonate in the seepage water, and, in the reverse

direction infiltrating water would pick up carbon-14 when

this soil lime was attacked during the recharge event.

Geyh measured the radiocarbon activity of soil lime in

West Germany and obtained a mean of (20 ± 24) % of modern.

Therefore, on the basis of this work, the second assumption

is not correct, and the initial activity Ao must be modified

to include the activity gained from soil lime:

Ao = Q A	 (1-Q) Als	 (8)CO2

where Ais is the activity of the soil lime, and Aco equals2

the activity of CO2 , both with respect to the activity of

modern wood.
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Acceptance of the third assumption (c), although

generally correct, was criticized by Hanshaw et al. (1967)

and Tamers (1967a). These authors warned of introduction

of carbon to aquifers by special mechanisms after water

had left the soil zone. Dead carbon could be introduced to

groundwater in regions where magmatic CO 2 is present, in

certain oil fields, and in reducing sulfide environments.

Since these sources of carbon are not considered in the

basic model, such waters would be falsely old even after

correction for limestone dilution. The likelihood of

erroneously dating waters of this type can be avoided by

measuring Eh and pH, either or both of which could be ab-

normally low for these cases.

The problem of unpredictable loss of radiocarbon

from dissolved carbonate species to aquifer lime after

water leaves the soil zone is critical to the validity of

the C-14 dating model. Hanshaw et al. (1967) stated their

concern over "the possibility that widespread isotopic

exchange between dissolved carbonate species in the water

and the CO3 ligands on the carbonate 
minerals in the

aquifer (even after saturation with respect to these car-

bonate minerals is attained) may be of sufficient magnitude

to invalidate the concept of radiocarbon dating of water"

(p.117). Their model calculations indicated, however, that
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at the worst, isotopic exchange may make the age of the

water appear 10% greater than it should.

Munnich et al. (1967) performed column experiments

using limestone crushed to about 300 microns in diameter

with a porosity of 44%. Passage of a C-14 spiked carbonate

solution through the column resulted in a C-14 velocity

that was two to three times slower than that of a non-

reactive NaC1 solution. Exchange times were on the order

of 8 to 15 hours for what was believed to be monomolecular

exchange at 20 °C. However, all of the radiocarbon was
recovered in the elutant. Experiments at higher temperatures

were carried out to investigate the possibility of solid-

state diffusion from the exchangeable surface monolayer into

the underlying deeper layers. For a constant heating time

of 24 hours, the temperatures were 40, 50, 60, and 70°C.
Recovered C-14 activity percentages were respectively 57,

44, 37, and 31. When the column was kept at 80 °C for one
week, no radiocarbon was recovered. These experiments were

important because they showed that loss of carbon-14 by

isotopic exchange with aquifer carbonates could render C-14

dating impossible if groundwater temperatures are signifi-

cantly warmer than room temperature, particularly in view

of the fact that groundwaters are often in contact with

aquifer carbonates for thousands of years.
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Wendt et al. (1967) determined that annual tem-

perature changes of 1°C, found in N.W. Germany at a depth
of about 10 m could cause irreversible exchange loss of

radiocarbon. They said, however, that the loss rate would

be considerably slower than the decay rate and did not

warrant consideration in dating operations. They did ex-

press concern over the importance of this artificial aging

in shallow aquifers, i.e., less than 20 in in depth, where

annual temperature fluctuation could be greater than one

degree. In a subsequent paper, Thilo and Munnich (1970)

investigated exchange phenomena by means of column experi-

ments using various carbonate bearing materials. For

approximately reversible carbonate exchange, the time

constant for irreversible uptake of carbon-14 was small

compared to the 1.21 x 10 -4 year decay constant of radio-
carbon. Carbon-14 recovery ranged from 100% for a mean

grain diameter of 300 microns to about 30% for a mean grain

diameter of about 20 microns. Thilo and Munnich stated that

grain sizes of about 20 microns would result in a virtually

impermeable aquifer, and that the excellent agreement be-

tween carbon-14 derived groundwater velocities and con-

ventional hydrologic studies did support their contention

that exchange losses are insignificant for most highly

permeable aquifers. Good agreement between the radiocarbon

method and conventional hydrologic techniques was also
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reported by Pearson and White (1967), Pearson and Hanshaw

(1970), and Pearson, Bedinger and Jones (1972) further sub-

stantiating the insignificance of exchange losses for

aquifers whose permeability is high enough to be of eco-

nomic significance.

The final assumption, that of no chemical exchange

subsequent to initial chemical equilibration, was treated

by Pearson and Hanshaw (1970). These workers stated that

when sodium or calcium exchange with clay minerals, a great

deal more carbonate may dissolve without the solution

reaching saturation or super-saturation with respect to

calcite. This argument is clarified by equations (9) and

(10). If calcium is taken from solution by exchange with

the clay sol, equilibrium is shifted to the right for the

dissociation of calcite.

2Na Clay
sol 

+ Ca ,- Ca Clay
sol 

+ 2Na
+	

(9)

CaCO
3 -
"Ca

++ + CO
3
	 (10)

Waters that have undergone this type of exchange may be of

the sodium-bicarbonate type. Of course, the net effect is

to dilute the radiocarbon activity of the water because of

the introduction of old carbon from the aquifer carbonate.

Mixing of predominantly sodium-bicarbonate waters with

calcium-bicarbonate waters can result in precipitation of
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calcite. Precipitation of calcite would not be a problem

except for the fact that the aquifer becomes contaminated

with radiocarbon. Subsequent dissolution of contaminated

aquifer carbonate by water undersaturated in calcite would

create problems of an insoluble nature. Clearly, in cases

where waters of vastly different chemistry share the same

flow system, precipitation and dissolution of carbonate

under non-equilibrium conditions render C-14 dating of

groundwater impossible.

The Basic Isotopic Model

The use of the 13C/12C isotope ratio as ameans of

computing the initial carbon-14 activity of groundwater

was originally suggested by Ingerson and Pearson (1964).

[In subsequent work, however, Pearson has abandoned the

purely isotopic method in favor of a combined isotopic

and 'chemical model approach. See, for example, Pearson

and Hanshaw (1970) and Pearson, Bedinger, and Jones (1972).]

Pearson (1965) discussed the general use of the carbon iso-

tope ratio to correct radiocarbon ages of materials whose

initial activities were diluted by incorporation of C-14-

free carbon from limestone. Recall that the C-14 activity

correction factor Q for recharge water was originally

defined as the ratio of recent dissolved carbon to total

dissolved carbon. Pearson defined Q in terms of the
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concentrations of plant/soil CO 2 carbon and carbon derived

from limestone and their measured values for 6C-13/C-12

(henceforth abbreviated as 6 C-13) per mil with respect to

the P.D.B. standard (Craig, 1954).

6 C-13/C-12 = 

3C/12C sample 
X 1000	 (11)   13

C/12C standard      

The P.D,B. standard is calcite from the rostrum of Belem-

nitella americana from the Cretaceous Pee Dee Formation in

South Carolina, U.S.A.

The total carbon content of the groundwater was

assumed a simple mixture of soil/plant derived CO2 and lime-

stone derived carbonate. Pearson then wrote for

6 C-13total carbon'

6 C-13 pl 6 C-13	 +
is 

tot C pl + is 	pl pl + ls 6 C-13
ls

(12)

where pl is the concentration of dissolved carbon that

originated from soil CO 2 , and is is the concentration of

dissolved carbon that came from limestone.

Since pl/(pl + 1s) = Q and ls/(pl + 1s) = 1-Q, we

get

6 C-13 tot C = Q 5
 C-13

pl 
+ (1-Q) 6 C-13

ls
	 (13)
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Solving for Q,

Q	 (6 C-13
tot C	 6 C-13 ls )/(6 C-13pl - 6 C-13 ls )	 (14)

The above equation implies that the correction factor Q can

be calculated independent of the chemistry of the water

based solely upon carbon isotope analyses of the dissolved

carbon in the groundwater, the soil CO 2 , and the limestone.

Assumptions inherent in this method are that:

a. 6 C-13 for soil and aquifer lime are equal and known

within reasonable limits;

b. mean 6 C-13 is known for soil CO •_2'

c. no isotopic exchange;

d. perfect mixing during reaction of CO2 charged water

with limestone;

e. no losses of carbon by precipitation.

The isotopic composition of soil CO2 is closely

related to that of plants. Craig (1954) reported the range

of values for 6 C-13 (per mil with respect to PDB) of normal

terrestrial plants as -21.1 to -32.1. Work by Troughton

(1972) indicates that the range is bimodal, with one mode

-27 per nil and the other at -14 per mil. The isotopically

"heavier" plants photosynthesize by a more primitive

mechanism having fewer fractionation steps, i.e., the

Hatch-Slack cycle (1970), so that these plants have a

greater affinity to the isotopic composition of normal
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atmospheric CO2 , i.e., -7.06 ± .07 per mil (Keeling, 1958;

1961). Isotopically light plants prevail in humid regions

while the heavier plants are more abundant in arid/semi-

arid areas. Craig (1954) measured the range of 6 C-13

(limestone) with respect to PDB as +2.4 to -3.3 per mil.

In light of Craig's data, Pearson assumed average

values for 6 C-13p1 = -25 per mil and 6 C-13 15 = 0.0 per

mil. Equation (14) for Q in humid areas then becomes:

Q = 6 C-13	 /-25C/-25
	

(15)

The above equation was highly idealized, but nevertheless

seemed to yield reasonable correction factors. In 1967,

Pearson and White demonstrated the utility of the C-13

correction in radiocarbon dating of groundwater from the

Carrizo sand, Atascosa County, Texas. In general, there

was better agreement between the radiocarbon and conven-

tional hydrologic ages with the stable isotope correction

than by simply using the C-14 content of recent waters in

the Carrizo sand, 75% modern, as indicative of the initial

activity for all waters in the formation. In most cases,

the value of 6 C-13tot C 
for the water sample was close to

-12 per mil. Pearson thought this to be satisfactory proof

of the validity of his model because of agreement with

Munnich's model whereby half the bicarbonate came from

dissolved CO 2 and 
half from dissolved limestone.
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Chemical-Isotopic Equilibrium
Models

The first attempt at combining the chemical approach

of Munnich (1957) and the isotopic approach of Ingerson and

Pearson (1964) was made by Wendt, Stahl, Geyh, and Fauth

(1967). The mechanism of the dissolution of non-radioactive

calcite by CO 2 charged water was investigated to check the

validity of the assumption that the C-14 activity and (3 C-13

of the carbonate species in solution were simply a perfect

mixture of carbon from CO2 and calcite. In addition to

considering the simple liquid, solid phase model of Munnich,

Wendt et al. also treated the complex case where dissolu-

tion of CaCO3 takes place both below and above the water

table where the pore volume is shared by water and soil air

containing CO 2 . The isotopic fractionations for the stable

carbon isotopes were empirically determined for the (iso-

topic equilibrium) systems ECO2(gas) = CO 2(liquid)
] and

[CO2(gas) = HC	
J. These data were used to test°3(liquid)

the validity of the complex model. First, the chemical

equilibrium condition was expressed by

,

Qt + (2Q0-1)
Q - n - 	 V

o	 1 + (2Q 1 -1) T174-
4'	 (16)

where Q' = x+v the correction factor (equation 6 of this
2x+yr



(17)T-o

2A
1	

A 2 }
(1-Q' ) s

o 
+=

Vno	 1+(2Q`-1)Tip-.-

report) as defined by Ilunnich (1957); V = the pore volume

filled with gas; n/no = the initial relative radiocarbon

content of the groundwater; W = fractional pore volume

filled with water;	 = K
hen "V(T), and Khen is the Henry's

Law constant for dissolution of CO
2 

in water corrected for

temperature, and V(T) is the molar volume of CO2 corrected

for temperature.

The correction factor Q was written then for the

case of isotopic equilibrium:

23

6
Lwhere	 = the ratio of the (5 13 of the total dissolved

carbon in the groundwater to the initial 6C-13 of the soil

CO
2' 

and

A = 6	 -1	 HCO
3 

- 6 CO2 (e)

= 9.9 ± 0.4%.

A
2 = CO2() - 6C0 2 (g) = -0.56 i

e

Wendt et al. showed that n/no as well as cS
Lo

increase non-linearly with Q' and the ratio n/no : S L/6 0

increases very strongly in the interval 0.5 < Q' < 0.7,

precisely the range where the Munnich model predicts most
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Values of Q‘. With pore-volume ratios V/W greater than

1.0, which are very common in Nature, n/no :SL/S 0 can exceed

1.00, reaching values of 1.05 to 1.10. This would indicate

that the initial C-14 activity and the initial C-13/C-12

ratio are not equivalent in cases where there is abundant

gas phase, and that errors up to 10% in the correction

factor may result when using the simple C-13 correction.

Although the complex model produced good agreement between

n/n
o 
and 6

L
/cS
o 

for different values of Q, Wendt et al. con-

cluded that it is impossible to tell whether their revised

model or the Munnich model should be used to obtain the

adjusted age because of experimental errors in measurement

of (2‘ and cS C-13 that are collectively greater than 10%.

Pearson et al. (1972) used the radiocarbon method to

date waters from the Arizona hot springs. They found that

values for Q computed by the basic Munnich model, i.e.,

- 

H
2
CO

3 
+ 1/2HCO

3

H
2
CO

3 
+ HCO

3

were within 15% of the correction factors based upon the

C-13 correction but were less consistent. These workers

suggested that the problem lay within the assumption that

species other than H 2CO3 and HCO3 were unimportant in the

chemical treatment. These species were identified as

CaHCO
3 ' 

CaCO
3
0 
' 
CO

3
=
' 
and MgHCO

3 ' 
and were found to
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comprise up to 4% of the total dissolved carbonate.

Pearson et al. calculated 6 C-13
HCO3- from 6 C-13 t0t C

by means of the mole ratios of the various carbonate species

and the equilibrium isotopic fractionations. Q values based

upon the treatment of 6 C-13HCO - were found to be much more3 

consistent than using the simple C-13 correction.

Nook (1972) also realized the importance of con-

sidering the history of the isotopic composition of the

bicarbonate fraction. He developed the equation:

(a+b)(S z 	a6	 (S
an 

- b bo1AZ a+b aAao + bAbo 
+ Mbe-	 Abo ) 6be - 6bo

(18)

where Az = initial C-14 activity of H2CO3 + HCO 3- after

equilibration with limestone;

E = H
2CO3 + HCO3 

= a + b;

Aao = initial C-14 activity of H
2CO3 ;

Abo = initial C-14 activity of HCO •3 °

= 6 C-13 of total carbon in solution (measured);

&ao = 6 C-13 initial of the H2 CO3 •'

bo = 6 C-13 initial of the HCO3'•

b = the equilibrium 6 C-13 of the HCO3-e
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Mook's equation was based upon the assumptions

that:

a. the only sources of dissolved carbon in groundwater

are the CO2 in the upper soil layers (100% modern in C-14;

C-13 = -25 per mil) and the soil limestone (0% modern

in radiocarbon; (5 C-13 = 0.0 per mil);

b. there is no significant isotopic exchange between
-

solid carbonate minerals and HCO3 in solution.

The equation is invariant for the degree of exchange with

the soil CO2 and invariant of path of dissolution processes.

This means that the groundwater may undergo several epi-

sodes of attack upon calcium carbonate without invalidating

the model. No precipitation losses of carbonate can occur,

however, without destroying the record of initial condi-

tions.

Reflections Upon Previous Work

At this time, it is useful to reflect upon previous

work in adjustment of carbon-14 groundwater ages, and to

relate the work of the past to this research. To the

writer's knowledge;

a. No attempt had been made to treat the calcium con-

centration in the groundwater as an indicator of the amount

of calcite that had been dissolved.
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b. No attempt has been made to include the precipitation

of calcite in the soil and aquifer in the chemical-isotopic

equilibrium models.

c. No study attempted to reconstruct the mineralogic

sources of the water chemistry.

d. No study attempted to reconstruct the initial

isotopic composition of the CO2 and calcite in the soil

so that the validity of the model could be checked by

carbon isotope analyses on field samples of calcite and

CO2 .

These shortcomings represent serious obstacles to

the acceptance of the previous models as descriptors of

natural systems. Furthermore, little work has been done

in desert regions where the carbon-14 method could be of

potential importance in regional reconnaisance studies

of aquifer flow properties and recharge rates.



CHAPTER 3

CHEMICAL-ISOTOPIC EQUILIBRIUM MODEL FOR C-14 DATING
OF GROUNDWATER FROM THE SEMI-ARID TUCSON BASIN, ARIZONA

The Tucson Basin 

Location

The Tucson basin is a broad alluvial valley bounded

by several mountain ranges in southeastern Arizona, and is

part of the basin and range province. In southern Arizona,

the ranges and their associated basins have a north to

northeast trend with through flowing drainage. Figure 1

is a map of the area showing the major mountain ranges and

the overall drainage pattern.

Climate

Southern Arizona is generally characterized by an

arid to semi-arid climate, with rainfall tending to in-

crease from west to east and with elevation in the mountain

ranges. The mean annual precipitation is 27.6 cm (Green

and Sellers, 1964). About 43% of this rain falls during

July and August, and nearly 35% from November through

February.

28
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Hydrology

The Tucson aquifer is about 1000 sq. mi (2560 sq.

km) in area and is roughly kidney shaped. The water table

in most places is from 100 to 250 feet below the surface,

and has a varying thickness as great as 12,000 feet based

upon drilling by the Humble Oil and Refining Company.

Davidson (1970) estimated that annual recharge is

about 100,000 acre-feet, with about half of this amount

coming from infiltration through ephemeral stream channels

during the rainy seasons. The second major source of water

comes from subsurface seepage through fracture zones along

the mountain fronts. Minor quantities of water also enter

the basin by means of the many small streams that drain

the highlands.

A joint study by the United States Geological

Survey, the City of Tucson Department of Water and Sewers,

the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, and The Univ. of Ariz.

(Davidson, 1970) summarized water usage in the area. Water

pumped in 1970 was about 224,000 acre-feet, or mare than

twice the mean annual recharge. Of this total, about

84,000 went to irrigation, 88,000 went for public and

recreation supplies, and 52,000 were used for industrial

purposes, principally mining.
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The Conceptual Model 

The model proposed herein is based upon the assump-

tion that surface water in the flood plain of the Santa

Cruz River infiltrates through the soil and/or channel

bottom and dissolves CO2 that is 100% modern in carbon-14,

and present at a partial pressure of CO2 of about 3 x 10 -3

atm. about a factor of 10 higher than in normal air. The

water simultaneously dissolves calcite that is in part

derived from the erosion of older alluvial surfaces on the

mountain borders. This calcite is not dead with respect

to radiocarbon, but contains an average activity of 24%

modern. The water simultaneously attacks gypsum (CaSO 4

2H2 0) ' and weathers the silicate minerals: albite

(NaAlSi30 8 ).; microcline (KA1Si 30 8 ); anorthite (CaAl 2Si20 8 );

illite (1(0 M. _gt 0.25Al2.30Si3.5°10(°H)2); Ca-montmorillonite

a0.167Al2.33Si3.67010 (OH) 2 ).

If water input to the soil exceeds evapotranspirative

losses, then the water and its dissolved chemical load may

be recharged into basin storage where, according to Smoor

(1967), no significant change in water chemistry results

along flow lines. However, should evapotranspirative

losses exceed input, then the dissolved calcite and gypsum

will precipitate while Na g , Ca
++

, K
+ Mg

++ , and H4 SiO 4 will

be readsorbed on clays or form authigenic silicates. In

this case, the precipitated calcite will contain a variable
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radiocarbon activity because the carbonate came partially

from the dissolved soil CO
2 and partially from the soil

calcite. A state of dynamic equilibrium may result after

a solution-exsolution process of this type has been in

operation for some time, and if one assumes that the sedi-

mentation rate in the floodplain of the Santa Cruz River

is slow with respect to the decay rate of carbon-14, and

that climate has been relatively constant within the turn-

over time of the Tucson basin, then the activity of soil

lime now should be approximately representative of that of

the past neglecting contamination from bomb C-14.

For the case where water is recharged, assuming

equilibrium conditions and the presence of calcite gypsum,

and silicate minerals, the calcium concentration in the

groundwater will be proportional to the bicarbonate con-

centration if calcium from the dissolution of gypsum and

silicates can be subtracted. It is this calcium that

originated from the dissolution of calcite in the soil.

For each mole of calcite that dissolves, equimolal con-

centrations of Ca++ and CO3
. 

ion appear in solution. If

all C-14 originates from the dissolution of CO 2 , and

dissolved CaCO3 dilutes 
the initial radiocarbon activity,

then Q may be redefined as follows;
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Dissolved carbon from	 Dissolved carbon
from CaCO

3

[Dissolved carbon from CO
2 + CaCO]

But, since the concentration of dissolved carbon from CaCO
3

equals the concentration of calcium from calcite, and the

concentration of dissolved carbon from CO
2 + CaCO3 equals

the sum of all carbonate species in the groundwater,

CO2 + CaCO3

Q= 1

[Ca++]CaCO3
(19)

EH2 CO3 ] + EHCO3-] + [CO =]

With the assumption that the groundwater temperature

at the well head is within 5oC of the temperature of

initial equilibration in the soil zone, and that a 5°C

error in temperature adjustment of equilibrium constants

is small, the carbon isotopic fractionation factors may

be computed and by iterative calculations over the total

range of possible values of 6 C-13 for soil CO2 , i.e.,

-7 to -30 per mil, 6 C-13 for all carbonate species may

be computed for the initial condition. In calculation of

C-13 for CaCO3, the assumption is made that during the

process of solution-exsolution, the =bile layers of the

calcite grains will be in isotopic equilibrium with dis-

solved carbonate and the gaseous CO 2 phase in the soil

air. For a given groundwater chemical analysis, water
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temperature, and (S C-13t0t C' there will be only one set

of carbon isotopic values for all carbonate phases that

will be consistent with the chemical age adjustment

factor Q.

Recall that in previous models, the initial isotopic

compositions of soil CO 2 and CaCO3 were assumed equal to

some average value and used as input to the calculations.

In this case, initial cS C-13 for soil CO 2 and CaCO3 is

output from the model. The validity of the model can

therefore be tested under field conditions simply by com-

paring the predicted values with carbon isotopic measure-

ments on calcite and CO
2 

from the study area. Since the

computation of Q is entirely chemical in nature, and

cS C-13 of soil calcite is calculated as a function of Q,

cS C-13 for soil CO2, and temperature, the isotopic pre-

dictions serve as an independent check on the basic

assumptions of chemical and isotopic equilibrium.

Physical Chemical Theory of the Model 

CO
2 

in Pure Water

Consider the following reactions in pure water:

CO
2 
+ H2O	 H

2
CO

3
	 (20)

H
2
CO

3 
F-4. HCO

3
- +
	

(21)
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HCO3	 H
+ 

+ CO3
	 (22)

11 20	 H
+ + OH-
	

(23)

The activity of carbonic acid in sufficiently dilute solu-

tion is governed by Henry's Law whereby the solubility of

gaseous molecules is proportional to their partial pressure

in air.

= pCO 2 /1 hen KaH2CO3	 hen = 1
0-1.47 at 298°K

(Garrels and Christ, 1965)

Therefore, at constant pCO 2 , the activity of carbonic acid

is also constant. For a system at chemical equilibrium,

i.e., constant temperature, pressure, composition, and

minimum free energy, expressions may be written for the

equilibrium constants of the above reactions. For reaction

(21) at equilibrium,

=	 = A -Ù-H+ +	 - .1-12CO3HCO 3
(25)

where A -d is the molar Gibbs free energy change.

Under standard conditions, 298 °K and one atmosphere,

the substances in reaction (21) exist in their standard

states, denoted by the superscript zero and the expression

for the equilibrium condition may be written:

(24)



0--0	 --0AG
T 

= AGH+ + HCO3- - A
uo
H
2CO3

aH+ aHCO3-

= RT1n
aH2CO3

36

(26)

where R is the gas constant and T is the absolute tempera-

ture. The above equation may be placed in the form:

aH+ aHCO3 -
--0- exp(AGT/RT)

At equilibrium, the right hand side of equation (271 is a

constant, so that the first acid dissociation constant of

carbonic acid becomes:

aH+ + aHCO3 -

- 4.16 x 10-7 at 298 oK
aH2CO3

(Harned and Davis, 1943). Similarly, for reaction (22),

the dissociation of HCO3

aH+ aCO3	
=

K
2 

-	 =4.84 x 10-11 at 298
oK

aHCO3 (Harned and Davis, 1943)

Finally, we have to consider the dissociation of water.

Kw = aH
+ aOH
	 (30)

aH2CO3

(27)

(28)

(29)



Recall that the activity of the ith species in

solution is defined as the product of the activity co-

efficient and the concentration,

a. = y.m.1 	11

where in is the molality of the ith species in solution, and

y. is the activity coefficient. The activity coefficient

yi , may be calculated by means of the Debye-Huckel theory

(Garrels and Christ, 1965):

-3-09. Y.=(-AZ./IT)/(1 + a,-13)75)1+ 
2	 0	

(31)

where A and B are constants characteristic of the solvent,

0
inthiscasepurewater;a.is a function of the effective

diameter of the ith ion in solution; z i is the charge on

the ith ionic component and U is the ionic strength defined

by the equation

= 1/2	 E	 (m.z .
2 )
	

(32)
i=1

For this work, the value of A is 0.509 and the value of B

is 0.3281 x 10 +8 for water at 25
oC and one atmosphere. The

most concentrated ionic species in an equilibrium solution

of CO2 in water is HCO3 
which has a value for a° of 4.0 .x

10 -8 . ( P111 of these constants were obtained from Garrels

and Christ, 1965.) The use of the Debye-Huckel equation

37

(30)
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is accurate at ionic strength less than or equal to 0.01

molal, making its use ideal for average Tucson basin ground-

waters where the mean ionic strength is about 0.007 molal.

The various equilibrium constants, K
hen K1' K2'

and Kw are functions of temperature, and must be corrected

to the temperature of the CO2-H20 system. The van't Hoff

equation is used for this purpose:

0
KT2 = KT1 exp( -AHr/R)((T1	 T2)/T1T2)

where Ti and T2 are, respectively, 298 oK and the absolute

temperature of the system; KT1 is the equilibrium constant

of the reaction at 298 °K and one atmosphere total pressure;

KT2 is the equilibrium constant at the system temperature

0and one atmosphere total pressure and AHr = the change in

enthalpy for the reaction considered at 298 °K. The value

of AH ° is obtained from the relationship

o = Z AHo . (products) - E AH o . (reactants)
r	 i=1 fi	

fii=1
(34)

0where AHfi is the enthalpy of formation for the ith species

in the standard state. Values for enthalpies of formation

at 298°K for most species is aqueous solution have been

reported by Latimer (1952), and were tabulated by Garrels

and Christ (1965).

(33)
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Dutt (personal communication) demonstrated how

reactions (20)-(23) could be used to describe the CO2(gas)
-H20 system at various partial pressures of CO2 and tem-

peratures when combined with expressions for the equilibrium

constants, i.e., (24), (28)-(30); the Debye-Huckel equation

(31), (32) and the vanIt Hoff relation. First, the dis-

sociation of H2CO3 was considered as per equation (21).

Given a system displaced from equilibrium by the molality

X1 and the sign convention that a positive value of XI

signifies a tendency for the reaction to proceed forward

while a negative value signifies that the reaction will go

to the left, and that a zero value of X1 is reached at

equilibrium, then for reaction (21) the equilibrium

molalities may be written as follows;

H CO2 3 (e) mil2co3( i) (35)

because the concentration of carbonic acid does not change

for constant P	 and temperature,CO 2

+ Xl;
ne (e) = me Ci)

= m	 + X1mHCO3 (e)	
HCO3 (i)

In these reactions the subscripts i and e signify the

initial and equilibrium conditions respectively.

(36)

(371
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By means of the Debye-Huckel activity coefficients,

concentrations may be converted to activities. Substitution

of the right members of (35)-(37) into the equation for the

first acid dissociation constant (28) yields the relation

(38)K
1(T) 

= y + (mew 	X1) y_ lm+ 	 HCO
3 - (i)	 X1)/512CO3(i)

Equation (38) may be rewritten as a quadratic in

Xl.

X1
2 
+ X1 (m11CO3 (i + m

H+
)	 (i)

)
(i) 

maco3 (i)

Ki (T) m
H CO .
2 3(1) _

2	 -
Y +

The above equation may be solved directly by means of the

quadratic formula. For a real solution, the determinant

must be positive or zero.

X1 = (-B +1B2- 4AC)/2A
	

(40)

where A = 1;

B = m	 -
HCO3 (i) 

+ mu+
" (i)

K1(T) mH2CO3(1)

C = mH
+
(i) mHCO3 (i) 	2

Y+

0
	

(39)
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Once the molal change X1 is calculated, substitution of X1

into equations (36) and (37) yields the equilibrium con-

centrations of HCO
3
- and Hi- . This treatment alone does not

describe the system, however, because H 2CO3 is a polyprotic

acid, dissociating further to H+ + CO 3=, and because of the

dissociation of water.

Similar reasoning may be applied to the dissociation

of HCO3 and H2O. Considering equation (22), the equi-

librium expressions are as follows:

- X2
mHCO3-(e) = mHCO3-(i)

me	 H (i)(e)	
+X2m

= in	 =	 + X2M
CO3

=
(e)	 CO3 (i)

Through substitution in (29) one obtains the quadratic

equation

K2(T) 
X22 + (in=	 + in + . +	 ) X2

CO3 (i) 	H(i) Y2+

+	 m =
H (i) CO3 (i)

2(T)
m.	 - •HCO3 (1)
	  )	 = 0	 (44)

Y2+

(41)

(42)

(43)
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For the dissociation of water (23), the equilibrium rela-

tions are;

mH+ 
(3) = me 

(i
.

) 
+ X3

m0H- (e) = m0H-(i) + X3

Substitution in (30) yields the quadratic equation

Kw(T)
X32 + (

nii+
(i) 

+ mo
H
-	 ) x3 + mil+ (i) mOH-	

- 	  - 0(i)(i)	 2
1 4.

The equilibrium composition of the CO 2 - H20 system

may be solved by the following iterative procedure:

a. initialize pc02 , temperature, and all concentrations;

b. correct equilibrium constants to ambient system

temperature;

C. compute the ionic strength and activity coefficients;

d. solve equations (39), (44), and (47) for Xl, X2, and

X3;

e. compute the equilibrium concentrations of HCO3

CO3 f H
+
, and OH ;

f. test if the sum of the molal changes to reach equi-

librium exceeds an arbitrary error limit;

g. if the molal changes are sufficiently small, the

calculation is complete; otherwise steps c-f are repeated.

(45)

(46)

(47)
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Further details of the calculation are in the de-

scription of the computer program CO2CALC in Appendix A.

In Table 1 are some computer calculations for the

CO
2
-H

2
0 system with different values of temperature and

PCO 2 - The results illustrate the familiar relationships:

a. the solubility of CO 2 in pure water is inversely

proportional to temperature and directly proportional

to Pc0 2 ;

b. the most abundant carbonate species is 
H2

C
O3 

and
-

the most abundant ionic species is HCO3 ;

c. the dissolution of CO
2 

in pure water increases the

acidity of the water and decreases the pH defined by:

pH = -log aH+	 (48)

For normal rainwaters at 25°C under an atmospheric

PCO2 of 3.3 x 10
-4 atm. the pH is about 5.6 and the total

carbonate concentration is approximately 10
-5 molal. The

pH of most groundwaters in the Tucson Basin is between 7

and 8, and the total carbonate concentration is about 10 ,-3

molal or two orders of magnitude higher than that in rain.

Therefore, the simple CO 2-H20 model is not applicable to

groundwaters and it is necessary to further consider the

reactions of mildly acid rainwater with carbonate, sulfate,

and silicate minerals.
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Table 1. Model calculations for the CO 2-H20 system.

Temp 	pC0	 H2CO 3	 HCO	 CO
6

ci 2-4	 3-6	 3-iix 10	 pH	 x 10- x 10	 x 10

1 1 5.82 7.37 1.53 2.88

5 1 5.83 6.52 1.48 3.16

10 1 5.85 5.62 1.41 3.54

15 1 5.87 4.87 1.35 3.94

20 1 5,89 4.25 1.29 4.37

25 1 5.90 3.72 1.24 4.83

25 10 5.41 37.1 3.94 4.88

25 100 4.91 371 12.5 4.92

25 1000 4.41 3710 39.6 4.98

25 10000 3.91 37100 126 5.10
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As waters sampled for radiocarbon analysis are fre-

quently thousands of years old, it is impossible to

directly examine the initial chemical conditions because

these conditions no longer exist. If, however, the chemical

composition of the groundwater is assumed unchanged from

the time of initial chemical equilibration of rainwater

with soil minerals, then the equilibrium chemical composi-

tion of the groundwater may be assumed equal to the initial

chemical state of the groundwater.

pH and Carbonate Species
Composition

Figure 2 is a plot of the change in equilibrium

carbonate species concentrations as a function of pH given

a constant concentration of total carbonate equal to 10-3

molal, a reasonable approximation of groundwaters of the

Tucson basin. In the pH range of Tucson basin groundwaters,

i.e., 7 to 8, the most abundant species is HCO3- . The

actual pH under field conditions of temperature and pCO2

can be used to determine the carbonate species composition

of groundwater if equilibrium conditions exist at the well

site. Non-equilibrium conditions at the well site may

take the form of mixing of waters of different chemical

composition, e.g., calcium bicarbonate vs. sodium bicar-

bonate, from different producing horizons can result in

precipitation of salts, e.g., CaCO 3 , Fe(OH) 3 etc. In the
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non-equilibrium case, the field pH measured at the well

site by means of the glass electrode pH meter will not be

the pH of the water in the aquifer, Such waters cannot

be used for radiocarbon dating purposes and should be

avoided.

The laboratory pH value is often different from

the field pH for Tucson basin groundwaters (Smoor, 1967).

The change toward higher or lower pH is due to either gain

or loss of CO2 , respectively. The gain or loss of CO2

from the groundwater sample is due primarily to either or

both of the following mechanisms:

a. the partial pressure of CO 2 in the atmosphere is

different than that above the groundwater, and the water

re-equilibrates;

b, the temperature of the groundwater sample changes

(higher temperature results in loss of CO 2 ; lower tem-

perature enhances the dissolution of CO 2 ).

According to Morgan (1967) equilibrium would appear

to be a reasonable assumption for such substances as sodium,

potassium, magnesium, calcium, carbonate, chloride, sulfate,

and fluoride in long-residence time systems. Therefore,

if the field pH of Tucson basin groundwaters can be cal-

culated by means of an equilibrium model, and the calculated

value is within the experimental error of the measured

value, the assumption of equilibrium would appear to be valid.
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Calculation of the
Equilibrium pH

Weston and Dutt (no date) developed a computer

model for calculating the field pH of groundwater using

the laboratory chemical analysis and pH and the field water

temperature. They assumed that the groundwater was in

equilibrium with calcium carbonate of the aquifer, that

calcium was not lost from solution between time of field

sampling and laboratory analysis, and that the water was

in a second equilibrium state under laboratory conditions

of temperature and pCO 2 .

Consider the reactions of CO2 in water (equations

20-23), the dissociation of CaCO3 , and the formation of

calcium sulfate, magnesium sulfate, sodium sulfate, and

calcium carbonate ion pairs (equations 49-58). (Note that

here superscript zero refers to uncharged aqueous species.)

CaCO3 Ca
++ 

+ CO3
=

K = a++ aCasp	 CO3 
= = 4.59 x 10-9 at 298° K

(Garrels and Christ, 1965)

CaS0 4
0 Ca + SO4=0

1 CaSO4 0 = aCa++ a = / aSO4	 CaS0 4
0 = 4.9 "x 10-3 at 298°K 	 (53)

(Garrels and Christ, 1965)

(49)

(50)

(51)



MgSO4 0 Mg++ + SO4

KMgSO40 = a ++ aMg	s04= / aNgS04 
0 = 5.9 _x 10-3at 298 ° K	 (54)

(Davies, 1962)

NaS0 4	 Na
+ 

+ SO4
-

(55)

0 = a
Na+ a50

4
= / NaS04 = 1.9 x 10 -1 at 298 °K	 (56)KNaS04

(Garrels and Christ, 1965)

CaCO3
0 0 Ca++ + CO3

=	
(57)

KCaCO3 0 = a ++ a	 = / a	 0 = 6.3 x 10
-4 at 298 ° K	 (58)Ca	 CO3	 CaCO3

(Garrels and Christ, 1965)

49

(53)

Enthalpies of formation

yet, unknown, precluding use of

for correction of the stability

other than 298°K. However, the

Tucson groundwaters is normally

298° K, and the ion pair effects

portance, so that there is no se

The effect of formation

for the ion pairs are, as

the van't Hoff equation

constants to temperatures

mean field temperature of

within a few degrees of

are of second order im-

rious error.

of sulfate and carbonate

ion pairs is to tie up free Mg
++

, Ca
++

, and Na
+ as sulfate
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and carbonate complex ions. Bicarbonate ion pairs such

as CaHCO3
+ 

and MgHCO
3
= 

are considerably less important

than the sulfate ion pairs and their existence is somewhat

in doubt (Nigley, 1971). Appropriately, they have not been

considered here.

Equations (29) and (50) may be combined to yield

a relationship between the hydrogen ion activity and the

bicarbonate activity, calcium ion activity, the second acid

dissociation constant of carbonic acid and the solubility

product constant of calcite.

aH+ = (K2 ) (aHCO3-) (aCa++) / K sp
	 (59)

Recalling that pH = -log aH+, equation (59) provides a

means for calculating pH if the mono- and di-valent activity

coefficients (y + and y+2 ) are known, if the concentration

of free Ca
++ 

is known, and if the HCO3 concentration is

known. The free Ca
++ concentration and ionic strength of

the solution are both affected by the formation of ion

pairs.

Dutt (1964) presented a simple method for treat-

ment of ion pair formation similar to that already dis-

cussed in the calculation of the equilibrium composition of

the CO
2
-H20 system. Consider first 

the formation of mag-

nesium sulfate ion pairs. If x is the molal change to reach

equilibrium, then equation (53) may be written as



(mMg++ - x) + (m =SO4 
- x) = (uMgSO4 0 + x)

The expression for the stability constant of MgSO 4 0
 may

also be written in terms of the molal change x:

K.	 0	 2	 0

	

ivigS04 = y (mMg++ - x)011	 = x)/(MgS0	 + .x)SO 4	 4

As previously demonstrated, this type of equation can be

written as a quadratic in x.

2	 2	 K._	 ,+ 
x2 2 

- (Y 2+ -Dam	 Y2+ MSO4
= TilgS0 4 0/ x

0 = 02
KAN c0	 iriNgS° 4+ 12+ mmg++ ns04=	
rig" 4

Once the value of _x is calculated by means of the quadratic

formula, the Ng	 SO4,SO4
=
' and MgS04

0 concentrations may be

adjusted appropriately. The treatments of CaSO 4 o and

NaSO4_ ion pairs are similar due to identical stoichiometry.

0 .
The concentration of CaCO 3 

Is solely a function of

the ratio of the temperature corrected solubility product

constant to the stability constant of CaCO 3 0 . Assuming

0unit activity for CaCO3 ion pair, 
this may be demonstrated

by substitution of (50) in (58):

	m
CaCO3

0 = Ksp / KCaCO3
o
	

(63)

51

(60)

(61)

(62)
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Since for a given temperature condition, the concentration
o.of CaCO3 is a constant, the calcium concentration of the

water sample may be corrected by subtracting mCaCO
3
° '

Once the free Ca++ concentration is known, the

activity coefficients calculated, and the equilibrium

constants corrected for field temperature (laboratory

temperature is 25 °C), the equilibrium pH under field con-

ditions may be calculated. Equation (28) may be employed

to relate the field equilibrium state (A) to the laboratory

equilibrium state (B) by means of the ratio

a +K
2A	 H aB CO3A= / aHCO3 A

K2B	 a + aCO3=B / a11C03-BH

Known in this equation are the equilibrium constants and

all laboratory activities. Since we intend to solve for

a
H
+
Af the only unknowns 

are the field activities of CO3
=

and HCO
3 ' 

If calcium has been conserved between time of

sampling and time of laboratory analysis, then equation

(50) may be used to solve for a = .Cu3 A

= K	 / a++aCO3
=
A	 SPA

	Ca (65)

(64)
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Furthermore, if calcium has not been lost, a charge balance

between laboratory and field carbonate ion concentrations

may be written and used to solve for a
HCO3 -A

.

mHCO	 + 2 m 0 = = mHCO3 -B	 2 mC03=B3A	 3A

= y fina
HCO3A	 --HCO

3B 
+ 2 

ITICO
3
=	 - 2 111C0

3
=
A

)

The working relationship of calculation of field H+ con-

centration may be obtained by substituting (67) and (65)

into (64), converting to molalities multiplied by activity

coefficients, and simplifying,   

K2Am
H
+ 
A - K2B 

2
mH+B mCal-4-mC03

=B + 2K2 Y+2 InC03=B "n1Ca++

SPA      

2K2B

1+2

The method for calculation of the equilibrium pH

is again iterative. The ionic strength and activity coef-

ficients are computed initially and the ion pairing equations

are solved. If the free calcium ion concentration does not

change during the course of an iteration, then equilibrium

has been attained, and equation (68) may be solved. If

the concentration of free Ca
++ has changed, the ionic

(66)

(67)

(68)
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strength and activity coefficients are recalculated and so

on. Normally, two iterations are sufficient to attain

accuracy to one percent of the calcium concentration.

Further details on this calculation appear in the computer

program C14CRCT and the flow chart for same in Appendix A.

The Equilibrium Carbonate
Composition

Once the equilibrium pH is known, it is possible to

compute the concentrations of the various carbonate species.

mCO3A 
= KspA / (mCa ++ Y+2

Y +2 mC0 = / K2AmHCO3A	 3A

2
H CO3A

= mH+A 1 HCO3
- y + / KlAR 

=
CO
2 

m H
2CO3 / KhenA

The Chemical Correction Factor 

Once the carbonate composition of the water under

field conditions is known, we may turn our attention to the

camputation of Q, the chemical correction factor. In this

research, Q was defined as follows:

(69)

(70)

(71)

(72)



= to total dissolved carbon
ratio of soil derived carbon

(73)
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Q= 1

m
Ca

++
CaCO3 A

(74) 
mH

2
CO
3 

+ m
HCO3A 

+ m =CO3 AA

where,

mCa++CaCO3 A

= m
Ca ++
	 - m

Ca++total	 CaS0 4 '2H20

-m ++	 - m
Ca

++
Ca anorthite	 Ca-montmorillonite

(75)

Assumed in the above equations is that Ca
++ 

has

not been gained or lost from solution since the time of

initial equilibration in the soil zone with calcite, gypsum,

anorthite, and Ca-montmorillonite. This assumption is

warranted because Smoor (1967) found that the chemical

composition of Tucson basin groundwaters did not change

appreciably along flow lines. Implicit in equation (74)

is a proportionality between Ca++ and HCO 3  in solution

after subtraction of the sulfate molality from the calcium

molality (only if the contribution of calcium from silicates

is small). The proportionality should be consistent with

the equation
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H2CO3 + CaCO	 Ca
++ 

+ 2 HCO3	 3 (7 6)

whereby twice as many moles of bicarbonate appear in solu-

tion as calcium per mole of calcite dissolved.

Silicate Mineral Equilibria

Helgeson (1969) investigated the equilibrium theory

of the weathering of silicate minerals. Data for weathering

reactions of the principle soil building minerals are pre-

sented in Table 2. With reference to Table 2, calcium may

enter solution through the weathering of anorthite and

calcium montmorillonite. This is in addition to the calcium

derived from the solution of calcite and gypsum previously

described.

In order to correct the calcium concentration for

contributions from anorthite and/or calcium-montmorillonite,

it is necessary to ascertain whether a particular ground-

water was in equilibrium with the weathering reactions of

these silicate minerals. The disequilibrium index is use-

ful to this regard and was defined by Paces (1972) as

I = log(rr/KT )	 (77)

where *ff is the activity product and KT is the temperature

corrected equilibrium constant. The activity products of

the silicate weathering reactions under consideration may

be written in terms of molalities and activity coefficients.
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albite-kaolinite

mNa+ mH
4 SiO 27

a-k	 (78)
Me

microcline-kaolinite

m-k 
-

m + m	 . 2K H
4
SIO

4 
(79)

illite-kaolinite

0.6
(Y + mEt ) 	(Y+2 mMg

++)0.25
H4SiO4 ) 

1.2

( y+

Ca-montmorillonite-kaolinite

8m ++ Y M	Ca	 '12 H
4
SiO

4 
cm-k	 2Tr 

Y+

anorthite-kaolinite

	

Tran-k = mCa	 12++ y	 / (mH+ y)
2

For purposes of testing equilibrium by equation (77), this

author has chosen to accept values of I between -1 and +1

as indicative of equilibrium in order to allow for

(80)

(81)

(821



experimental errors. If equilibrium exists, a correction

is made to the calcium concentration as follows;

a, for anorthite,
 Ca 	++C

CaCO
3	 tot

b. for Ca-montmorillonite

m
Ca

++
CaCO3

1m
Ca

++	 m	 .8 H4 SiO4tot

Carbon Isotope Fractionation 

If isotopic equilibrium exists between two com-

pounds where say, A is H200 3 , and B is 11CO3 - , and each

compound has a carbon isotope ratio RA = (C-13/C-12) A and

(C-13/C-12)
BF 

the fractionation factor is defined as

a = RB/RA

Recalling the del notation previously defined, we may

write for species A with respect to PDB;

6 C-13 7
	

((R
A 

- Rstd)/Rstd) x 1000

A similar expression may be written for the species B;

6 C-13B = ((RB -RstdRstd
)/	 ) x 1000

Solving for RA and RB from the latter two equations and

substituting in (82) yields

60

(83)

(84)

(85)
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a = (1 + (SC-13 / 1000)(1 + (SC-13A / 1000)
•
	 -1	

(86)

By means of the binomial theorem, the denominator

in (86) may be expanded as (1 + x) 	 1 - x + x 2 ..., and

by noting that 6 C-13/1000 is much less than one and that

second and higher powers of 6 are totally insignificant, at

a given temperature, the isotopic fractionation between

the two species A and B may be written as the difference

E C-13 per m11221.13 = 6 C-13
A - 6 C-13B = (a - 1) x 1000 (87)

The fractionation of carbon isotopes in the car-

bonate equilibrium system has been studied by numerous

workers. Empirical and theoretical data from these re-

searches were compiled and summarized by Hendy (1969).

The more recent determinations are plotted in Figure 3.

In this plot, enrichment or depletion of C-13 in the solu-

tion phase is respectively indicated by a positive or nega-

tive fractionation. Theoretical values shown were calculated

in accord with the statistical mechanical approach developed

by Urey (1947). Least square regression lines plotted with

the data give the best fit values for the fractionations.

These lines have the following equations:

E(H
2
CO
3 

- CO
2(g)

) = -0.5 per mil = RC;
	 (88)

e(HCO3 - CO2(g)
) = 9.9 - 0.1 T) per mil =	 ; (89)



Figure 3. C-13/C-12 fractionation. (After Hendy, 1969)

The variation with temperature of carbon-isotopic
fractionations in the system CO2(gas)	 CO2(aq)

HCO3	 CO3 C7-7?- CaCO3(calcite) (after Hendy,

1969).	 (1) Vogel, 1960; (2) Abelson and Hoering,
1960; (3) Thode et al., 1965; (4) Wendt et al.,
1967; (5) Deuser and Degens, 1967; (6) Stranks
and Harris, 1953; (7) Vogel, quoted by Rye, 1965;
(8) Baertschi, 1957.

Symbols used in Fig. 3: x, calculated values of

-C and ECO2(g)-Co3=	
#, measuredcC02(g) -Co	 and

values of 6C0 	 ; 0, measured values of2(g)	 2(aq) 

6CO2 (g) -HCO; 
A, measured values of

CO2(g)-
-
3

calcite.
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c(CO3 =	 02(5)) = (10.3 - 0.108 T) per _mil = RD;	 (90)

c(CaCO3 - Co2(g) ) = (11.2 - .072 T) per mil = RE
	

(91)

Carbon Isotope Equilibria for 
CO2 (g) in Pure Water

An expression may be derived for the carbon isotopic

ratio of the total dissolved carbon in pure water in terms

of cS C-13 for the dissolved carbonate species at chemical

and isotopic equilibrium. Adopting the shorthand notations,

RC, RB, RD from equations 88-91, and letting SA equal 6 C-13

of gaseous CO2 and assuming an excess of CO2 in the gaseous

phase, then

TC = 6 C-13
H2CO3 

= SA + RC;	 (92)

TD = C-13HCO3- = SA + RB7
	

(93)

TD = 6 C-13	 = = SA + RD	 (94)
3

6 C-13 for the total dissolved carbon is simply the

sum of the molal weighted cS C-13 values for the individual

carbonate species divided by the total dissolved carbonate

molality.

(laH CO ) (TC)+(mHCO
-) (TB)+ (mc

2 3	
3

T = S C-13total C	 (mH
2

CO
3 

)-F (mHCO3 —)-F (inCO =)
3

=) (TD) 

(95)
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Equation (95) gives 6 C-13 for rainwater in equilibrium with

atmospheric or soil CO 2 before contact with calcite.

Carbon Isotope Equilibria for 
CO 2 Charged Water Equilibrated with CaCO3

Examine the following relationship (96) that es-

tablishes a molal balance between the total carbon in solu-

tion in the groundwater and that which existed in the soil

water as a result of dissolved soil CO
2 alone. (The assump-

tion is made that the molal increment of carbonate when the

water attacks calcite is equivalent to the molal increment

of Ca t .)

nil
2
CO

311 
+ m

HCO3
-
II

LCO3
=
II

m
H2CO3I 

+ mHCO3 + mCO3=I + mCa
+

II CaCO
3

	 (96)

where subscripts I and II indicate pre- and post-equilibra-

tion with calcite. The reader will recall that not all

calcium in solution is due to dissolved calcite. The above

equation is only valid for the corrected calcium concentra-

tion as previously defined in equation (74).

Let z equal the total carbon in solution before

equilibration with minerals in the soil, i.e., I:

z =
2
CO
3 

+
CO3

-
I 
+ m =CO3 I I

(97)
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Then define the following symbols for the groundwater after

equilibration with calcite, i.e., II:

TBX = 6 C-13 of the HCO --
3 '

TCX = 6 C-13 of the 112 CO3 •'

TDX = 6 C-13 of the CO-
3 '

SB = 6 C-13 of the dispersed calcite in
the soil;

TX = 6 C-13 of the total carbon dissolved
in the groundwater.

Recalling that T is the carbon isotope composition

of the total carbon derived through process I (equation 95)

and assuming that chemical/isotopic exchange has not

occurred between the groundwater and aquifer calcite sub-

sequent to equilibration in process II, a molal balance

may be written for TX.

TX -

T z + SB mC ++Ca CaCO3 (98) 

where al is the total carbon in solution subsequent to

process II, and is computed as in equation (97).

The sum of the molal weighted 6 C-13 values for

H
2
CO3' HCO3 ' and CO3

	by the total carbon in



solution, z‘ gives the value of 6 C-13 for the total dis-

solved carbon after equilibration in process II.
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TX -

TCX + m
HCO3-II 

TBX + m
CO3=

II 
DXm

H CO
2 311 

(99)  

Substitution of (98) into (99) yields

T z + SB mCa++ CaCO3 

= TCX mH2CO311 + TBX mHCO3
	 DX 1110)3II

(100)

In addition to the mass balance, the isotopic frac-

tionations may be used to relate 6 C-13 of the species in

solution, implying both chemical and isotopic equilibrium,

TBX = TCX + (RB-RC)	 (101)

TDX = TCX + (RD'-'RC) 	(102)

Substituting (101) and (102) into (100) yields an equation

that may be used to compute the value of 6 C-13 for H2CO3

for a groundwater that is in chemical and isotopic equi-

librium.

TCX

z + SB mC
++

Ca CaCO3

BX(TB-RC) - DX(RD-RC)

(103)   
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Once TCX has been calculated, it is a simple matter

to solve (101) and (102) by substitution. Then equation

(99) may be solved for TX, the value of cS C-13 for the

total carbon dissolved in groundwater.

Two unknowns remain to be evaluated; the value of

SB, cS C-13 for the calcite, and the value of SA, cS C-13

for the soil CO2' If calcium carbonate in the soil is pre-

cipitated slowly from a carbonate solution in isotopic

equilibrium with soil CO2' then we may write:

SB = SA + RE

where RE is the per nil fractionation between CO 2 (gas)

and calcite. Substituting the expression for RE from

equation (91), we get an equation that gives SB as a func-

tion of SA and temperature alone:

SB = SA + 11.2 - .072 T	 (104)

where T = temperature in °C. With reference to equation
(103), T is a direct function of SA and temperature via

equations 92-95, and z,, BX DX and z' are all
C ++ Ca	 aCO3

known as a result of the chemical model. A minor problem

remains, however, in that z has been defined as the total

carbon dissolved during process I , before contact with

calcite. As the model works from the final groundwater

composition with the assumption that CO 2 equilibrated first
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with pure water, then .m	 = m = _must be subtractedCaCO	 CO
3 II

from z to give zc .

Zc = Z	 in ++
	

(105)
CaCO3

Substituting (104) and (105) into (103) gives the working

equation for computing 6 C - 

13H2CO3'

TCX = T z
c + (SA + 11.2 - .072 T) m ++Ca CaCO

3

- BX(RB-RC) - DX(RD-RC)
(106)z'

Equation (106) may be solved by iterating over values of

6 C-13 for soil CO 2 , i.e., -7 - -30 per mil. The value of

6 C-13 of the total carbon dissolved in groundwater (ex-

perimentally measured) may be computed as previously dis-

cussed. If 6 C-13 for total carbon is known through mass

spectrometric measurement, the equivalent value of TX may

be chosen from the list of iterative solutions to equations

(106), (101), (102) and (99), and SA and SB are thus fixed.

As the isotopic equilibrium model depends upon

input from the chemical model, i.e., Zc/Z' = Q (only when

calcite contains no radiocarbon), the entire chemical-

isotopic equilibrium approach developed here may be checked

in the field by carbon isotopic ratio measurements of total

carbon in groundwater, soil calcite, and soil CO2 .



Summary of Model Assumptions 

1. Recharge water equilibrates chemically and

isotopically with soil CO2 and minerals. Such equilibra-

tion is rapid because of high specific surface area of the

soil minerals.

2. The soil, gas, water system is "open" in that

a constant partial pressure of CO 2 is above water that

dissolves soil calcite during a recharge event.

3. Calcite in the soil ultimately originated from

the weathering of anorthite and Ca-montmorillonite. Much

of the dispersed calcite in the flood plain of the Santa

Cruz River originated through the erosion of older soil

profiles on the mountain flanks of the eastern and north

eastern boundaries of the Tucson basin (Hendricks and

Havens, 1970). Through continued episodes of dissolution

and precipitation, this calcite is in carbon isotopic

equilibrium with the CO2 of the soil atmosphere.

4, Chemical and/or isotopic exchange has not

altered the initial equilibrium chemical and isotopic

composition between time of recharge and time of sampling.

5. The equilibrium partial pressure of CO 2 cal-

culated from the chemical model is assumed to be the soil

69
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6. The field temperature of the, groundwater may

be used for temperature correction of equilibrium constants
and fractionation factors.

7. The remaining concentration of Ca ++ after sub
++

-

traction of Ca  from gypsum, anorthite, and Ca-montmoril-

lonite is equal to the concentration of carbonate that was

dissolved by means of the attack of soil water upon calcite.



CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS OF THE MODEL

No model of a natural system can stand on the basis

of theory and assumptions alone. In this chapter, the

methods and results of experimental investigations that test

the assumptions of chemical and isotopic equilibrium will

be presented for the Tucson basin.

Verification of Chemical Equilibrium 

Weston (1972) measured pH in the field for some

Tucson basin groundwaters, performed chemical analyses on

these waters in the laboratory, and calculated the equi-

librium field pH by means of his computer model. Field pH

was measured by means of a Beckman Model N portable pH

meter which had a precision of	 0.1 pH unit. Weston's

results for the Tucson basin are summarized in Table 3.

It is clear from the pH data that the difference

between laboratory and field pH measurements is far greater

than the difference between field pH and calculated field

pH based on the equilibrium model. In fact, six of the

field and calculated pH values agree within 0.1 pH unit,

the error of measurement. The two waters that do not agree
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Table 3. Calculated vs. _measured pH of some Tucson basin
groundwaters.

Sample No.	 Lab pH
	

Field pH	 Calc pH

40 8.40 7.84 7.75

42 8.55 7.88 7.74

50 8.60 7.77 7.89

52 8.65 7.71 7.83

54 8.81 7.75 7.91

58 8.89 7.95 7.68

60 8.71 7.90 7.63

62 8.99 7.74 7.64

After Weston, 1972, p. 41.



within experimental error, nos. 58 and 60, may have either

errors in field pH determination and chemical analysis,

or these waters may actually have been in a state of dis-

equilibrium in the well bore due to mixing of waters of

different chemistry.

Based upon this work, the chemical equilibrium

assumption appears valid; however, because of the sparse

coverage of the samples, any general statement must be

reserved until more data are available.

Relationship of Final Groundwater Composition 
to Equilibrium Reactions with Soil Minerals 

If the chemical composition of groundwater is un-

changed since initial equilibration with soil minerals,

-the mole ratios of the dissolved Ca ++ to SO 4
= 

and HCO3

should reflect the stoichiometry of the reactions

CaCO3 + H2CO3
+ + 2 HCO3 '

CaS04 • 2 H20 0 Ca
++ 

+ SO4
= + 2 H2O.

To test this concept, the author plotted ppm HCO 3 , SO[ ,

=

++
vs. ppm Ca for 60 groundwater analyses from wells in the

Tucson basin (Dutt and McCreary, 1970). These data are

++
presented in Figure 4. There is linearity for Ca vs.

SO4 with a slope equal to the ratio of 
molecular weights

=
SO4 /Ca	 = 96/40 = 2.4. The dashed line defines an
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approximate 60 ppm zone of "excess" calcium that cannot be

explained by the dissolution of gypsum, alone. This indi-

cates that the origin of SO4 and Ca
++ 

in these waters is

strongly related to the dissolution of gypsum. Notable

exceptions to the linear agreement of the data with the

2.4 slope line occur to the left of the line. These points

are indicative of too little Ca++ to explain the high SO4

in solution. Such waters are believed to have chemically

exchanged with clays by trading Na+ for Ca
++

, equivalent

for equivalent, As Ca++ is removed by exchange the solu-

tion becomes undersaturated in gypsum and calcite, and more

of these salts can dissolve. However, the further dissolu-

tion of gypsum is greatly favored over calcite because of

the difference in the solubility product constants

(K5p (CaSO 4 '2 H20) = 2.89 x 10 -5 ; Ksp (CaCO2 ) = 4.59 x 10 -9 ).

Thus, a water that has undergone exchange will be high in

Na and SO4 relative to Ca
++ 

(sodium-bicarbonate type).

In Figure 5, for the same analyses, Na
+ 

vs. Ca
++

were plotted in ppm. If exchange effects were rampant in

these waters, there would tend to be agreement of the data

with a line representing equivalent Na and Ca
++ 

molal

concentration since in the exchange process Na
+ 

and Ca
++

exchange equivalent for equivalent to maintain electrical

neutrality. There is little agreement suggesting that on

the whole, exchange is not a serious problem. However, for
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very low Ca ++, 0-5 ppm, there are some abnormally high Na +

concentrations, confirming the exchange phenomenon referred

to in the previous discussion.

Referring again to Figure 4, note the complete lack

of correlation of HCO
3 with Ca

++ 
suggesting that dissolu-

tion of calcite has no proportional effect on the carbonate

concentration of these groundwaters. However, this scatter
-is reduced if HCO
3 is plotted vs. the remaining Ca

++ 
after

subtracting the Ca
++ 

concentration on the equivalent con-
.

centration line for SO4 vs. Ca ++ from the measured Ca.

ThisThis difference Ca++ is plotted vs. HCO3 in Figure 6. There

is reasonable agreement with a line representing equivalent

concentrations of HCO3- and Ca, or a _racial ratio of 2;1

as per the stoichiometry of the reaction of carbonic acid

with calcite whereby 2 moles of bicarbonate and 1 mole of

calcium appear in solution for each mole of calcite dis-

solved by carbonic acid. Points that lie outside the 60 ppm

zone around the theoretical line are believed to have an

exchange history. In addition, it is believed that some

of the remaining scatter could have been reduced had the

calcium from anorthite and Ca-montmorillonite been sub-

tracted.

To conclude, in the absence of exchange phenomena,

the observed Ca
++ concentration is proportional to the

quantity of calcite dissolved after accounting for the
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dissolution of gypsum, the quantity of which is proportional
7-7

to the SO4 concentration. Further manor corrections to

the calcium concentration as a result of silicate equilibria

serve to refine the estimate of original dissolved calcite.

Stable Carbon Isotope Ratios of Calcites 
from the Tucson Basin

It was earlier stated (page 68) that the isotopic

equilibrium calculations were a direct function of Q, the

carbonate species molalities, and the groundwater temperature,

and that the predicted values of ,S C-13 for CaCO3 could be

checked by field measurement. Agreement between predicted

and measured values would be sufficient proof of both

chemical and isotopic equilibrium conditions.

Mode of Occurrence of Calcite
in the Tucson Basin

In the sediments of the Tucson basin, calcite occurs

primarily as massive caliche and calcrete; nodules; lime-

stone fragments; grain coatings and cement. The calcites

are, in general, complex admixtures of carbonate derived

from soil CO2 via silicate 
weathering reactions. In the

vicinity of marine limestone outcrops, weathering limestone

is a source of carbonate for the basin fill sediments.

Sigalove (1969) proposed a simple model for forma-

tion of soil carbonate deposits (Cca soil zone) in semi-

arid basins;
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It is proposed that precipitation dissolves
atmospheric carbon dioxide as it falls, hits
the ground, and infiltrates through the un-
saturated soil zone . . . . As the water in-
filtrates, it also leaches the sediment and
takes calcium ions into solution. The depth
to which the water can move is dependent upon
the amount and frequency of rainfall, permea-
bility of the sediment, and potential rate of
evaporation to the atmosphere . . . . When
this limit of water infiltration is reached
and evaporation concentrates the solution to
the point of saturation, precipitation of cal-
cium occurs (p. 51).

Sigaloves model is simplistic because it ignores the fact

that calcite is a highly mobile component of basin fill

sediments. Well developed soil profiles are unknown in

the flood plain of the Santa Cruz River. However, along

the flanks of the Santa Rita Mountains and in the highlands

to the south of the City of Tucson (headwaters of the Santa

Cruz River) are ancient alluvial surfaces that have well

developed soil profiles and distinct Ca horizons (Hendricks

and Havens, 1970). Active downcutting of these surfaces

during the Pleistocene Epoch has transported old calcite

down into the flood plain in a fine grained dispersed form.

This calcite has been attacked by soil carbonic acid in

addition to the silicate weathering calcite to yield a

complex mixture of calcite of various ages.

Sampling Methods

Well log samples provided by the Arizona Bureau of

Mines were ideal for sampling and studying Tucson basin

calcites both horizontally and vertically in section. The
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well log samples were examined with the aid of a binocular

microscope and tested for carbonate content with 1 N HC1,

noting the intensity of effervescence. Where carbonate

was present, samples on the order of 10 mg were taken.

Table 4 gives summary descriptions of the mode of occurrence,

if any, of carbonate in 12 such well logs. Well locations

are given in Figure 7.

In view of the importance of the shallow soil zone

as a chemical environment for infiltrating groundwaters,

samples of soil were collected from within the first foot

or so of the surface at different locations within the

Tucson basin. The samples were placed in cardboard cartons

and weighed about 2 kg apiece. Locations of soil samples

are given in Figure 14 (p. 124).

Location of Wells

Well locations in this report are given according

to the U. S. Geological Survey System. From Figure 8, we

see that the State of Arizona is divided into quadrants

A, B, C, and D. Each quadrant is subdivided into townships

.
that are approximately 36 ma

2 and are located graphically

by the township number, north or south of the origin, 
and

range number, east or west of the origin. The townships

are further divided into 36 sections, one idle 
square, that

are numbered 1 through 36 beginning with the 
northeastern

most section as number one and progressing west to 
section
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Table 4. Calcite in Tucson basin well logs.*

Well Location No.

Core
Length
(ft.)

D(16-16) 3dbd 1 445

D(13-14) 27acbc 2 50

D(13-16) 28cdb 3 40

D(15-16) 6 ccc 4 30

D(11-14) 16cda 5 240

D(11-13) 28cdb 6 30

D(12-13) 23db 7 50

D(15-28) 12bab 8 100

D(14-16) 6cda 9 160

D(18-18) 29aa 10 260

Summary Description

Carbonate throughout, occurred
as caliche with variable clay
content, granules, and
detrital grain coatings.

Carbonate absent.

Caliche horizon first 20 ft,
absent by 30 ft.

Trace coatings on detrital
grains, then absent by 30 ft.

Trace coatings on grains first
10 ft, absent from remainder.

Minor cemented grains at 20
ft, otherwise absent.

Carbonate absent.

From 0-45 ft; as grain
coatings and cement for grain
aggregates, 50-55 ft; frag-
ments of caliche; 55-90 ft;
grain coating; cemented grain
aggregates, marine 1.s. and
caliche fragments; 95-100 ft;
marine 1.s., caliche fragments.

0-30 ft; trace grain coatings
and 1 mm pellets; otherwise
absent.

Present throughout as grain
coatings, but fragments of
shaly fossiliferous marine
limestone at 80-85 ft.
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Table 4. (Continued)

Core
Length

Well Location
	

No. (ft.)	 Summary Description

D(13-13) 17ddaa

D(11-11) 18dda

11	 250	 Carbonate only first 30 ft as
detrital nodules.

12	 400	 10-20 ft: trace grain coatings;
240-260 ft: as reworked
rounded caliche fragments;
270-300 ft: trace grain
coatings; 350-360 ft: grag-
mental caliche; otherwise
absent.

*Samples provided by Arizona Bureau of Mines.
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six, south to section 7, east to section 12, south to

section 13 and west to section 18, etc. Each section is

divided into four 160 acre plots and lettered in the same

manner as the state quadrants; however, lower case letters

are used. The quarter sections are also quartered and then

quartered once more and similarly labelled.

For example, consider the well number D-14-14-18adb.

The quadrant is D, the southeast corner of the state, the

township is south of the base line, and the range is east

of the meridian. The section number is 18, left most and

third down, the first quarter is in the northeast corner

of the section; the second quarter is in the southeast

corner of the first quarter, and the third quarter is in the

northwest corner of the second quarter.

Approximate areas of the land divisions are as

follows:

.2a. Township - 36 mi

c. 1/4 Section - 160 acres

e. 1/4, 1/4, 1/4 Section -

10 acres.

b. Section - 640 acres

d. 1/4, 1/4 Section -

40 acres

Instrumental Methods

The CO2 was analyzed 
for C-13/C-12 by means of a

V. G. Micromass Model 602 B Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer

(V. G. Nicromass Limited, Nat Lane, Winsford, Cheshire,

CW7 3BX, England). The instrument is a 6 am radius, 90°
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sector magnetic mass spectrometer using a permanent magnet.

The 602 B features an automatic McKinney type changeover

valve and sampling system in stainless steel with a digital

integration and read-out system to improve precision.

Calibration Methods

A mass spectrometer is an instrument that sorts

isotopic ionic particles according to their mass:charge

ratio We). In the case of CO2' CO 2
+ ions are collected

according to the molecular masses 44, 45, and 46. The ratio

mass spectrometer yields the difference in mass ratios

R(45/44) and R(46/(44+45)) between sample and reference

gases, where, according to Craig (1957),

R45 
= R(45/44) -

13
C
16

0
16
0 + 

12
C
170

16
0

12
C
16

0
16

0

R
46 

= R(46/(44+45)) =
12

C
18

0
16
0 + 

13
C
17

0
16
0 + 

12
C
17

0
17

0 

12
C
16

0
16
0 + 

13
C
16

0
16
0 + 

12
C
160

17
0

The 12C160
17
0 component constitutes about 7% of 

13
C
16

0
16

0

and about 6.5% of the total mass-45 beam. With the notation

that 6 	 the recorded mass ratio difference and 6 c is 
the

specific isotope ratio difference, the delta 
functions are:

1 + 6 111 = R45( 5 ) / R45(std) ;

	 (107)

1 + 6 c = 
R
13(

5 ) 	 R13(std)
	 (108)
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where (s) and (std) denote the ratio in the sample and

standard gas, respectively.

From the relationship R 45 = R13 + R17' substitution

in (108) yields

6 c C-13 = (R45(std)m 
+ R17(std)	 R17)/(s) R13(std)
	 (109)

R17(5 ) is unknown and is obtained from measurement 
of the

0-18 enrichment as per the equation

1/2
6 0-18

= (1 + SO 18) 2 = 1 +	 2 	(110)

Substitution of (110) into (109) and rearranging yields

{R45std){.
R17(std) (} 6 c 0-18
	 (111)6 c C-13 = m	 R13(std)	

2R13(std)

For the Iceland spar standard used in this laboratory,

6 c C-13 = -11.09, 
and 6 c 

0-18 = -9.79, per mil w.r.t.

PDB (Austin Long, personal communication). Calculations

according to Craig (1957) give the following expression

for 6 c C-13(s) w.r.t. 
Iceland spar:

6 c 
C-13(s) per mil = 1.06804 6m

45 - 0.03402 6 c0-18	
(112)

R17(s) 	_ {R18(5) 
R17 

(std) 	R18 (std)
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By similar methods, one may calculate an expression

for 6 c 0-18 w.r.t. Ispar.

6
c 0-18(s) per mil = 1.00139 6 m46 + 0.00896 6 c C-13	 (113)

Since cSin 45 and 6
m 46 are obtained directly through

mass spectrometry, it is convenient to express 6 c C-13

in terms of these quantities alone. By substitution of

(113) in (112),

6
c C-13(s) w.r.t. Ispar per mil = 1.06771 (5x45 - 0.034046m46

(114)

Measurements made relative to Ispar may be related to the

PDB Chicago standard by means of the following equation

from Craig (1957):

6 c C-13(s)w.r.t. PDB per mil = 6 c C-13(s) w.r.t. Ispar

- 6
c C-13 (Ispar) w.r.t. PDB - 10

-3

iS
C
 C-13 (Ispar) w.r.t. PDB • 6 c C-13(s) w.r.t. Ispar

(115)

Substituting (114) into (115) and simplifying gives the

working equation for 6 C-13 w.r.t. PDB using the secondary

Iceland spar standard.
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6 C-13 (s) w.r.t.PDB per mil = 1.05587 6	 45 - 0.03368 (5 46

and, as a matter of reference,

6 0-18(s)w.r.t.PDB per mil = 0.99128

-11.09

6	 46 + 0.00947 6 45

(116)

-9.79 (117)

Calculation Methods

All calculations were made by means of the FORTRAN

IV computer program DELCALC listed in Appendix A.

Laboratory Methods
(Well Log Samples)

Sample material was dried overnight in an oven

maintained at 100°C. The sample was then crushed to a
powder by means of a mortar and pestle, and about 50 mg

was placed in the bottom of the vessel. The sidearm was

filled with 100% orthophosphoric acid that had been pre-

pared by addition of P 20 5 to 85% commercial phosphoric

acid. (See Figure 9 for an illustration of the sidearm

vessel.) The sample container was evacuated and then the

acid was allowed to react with the sample, releasing the

sample CO2 .
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Figure 9. CO 2 reaction vessel.
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Laboratory _Methods
(Soil Samples)

The sample material was treated by removing large

pebbles and plant matter, and then heated overnight in an

oven at 100
o
C. One kilogram of sample was placed in a

4 liter Ehrlenmeyer flask with a sidearm and connected

to a vacuum line as shown in Figure 10. The system was

evacuated. CO
2 was liberated from the soil by addition

of 6 N HC1 using the separatory funnel. The CO2 was dried

by flow through two dry ice-acetone slush traps (-78oC) and
condensed in a trap cooled to the boiling point of liquid

nitrogen (-196°C). Upon completion of the CO 2 extraction

(approximately 1 hour), the CO2 was allowed to sublime over

hot (650°C) copper filings for removal of oxygen. The
CO2 was further purified of radon and electronegative im-

purities by adsorption onto CaO at 820°C, cooling to room

temperature and pumping off the gaseous impurities which

had not reacted with the CaO, and then releasing the

purified CO2 at 1050°C.

Results of Well Log Study

Stable carbon isotope data for calcite in well

logs as a function of depth are given in Table 5. The

6 C-13 data are generally characterized by considerably

lighter values than that of marine limestone (6 C-13
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Table 5. Stable carbon isotopic composition of calcite in
well logs.*

Sample Location Depth	 (ft)	 (3 C-13 (1- .01)	 per mil PDB

D(16-16) 3dbd 0-10 -3.31
10-15 -2.92
20-30 -4.55
40-50 -5.54
90-100 -1.08

200-210 -2.56
240-250 -2.16
300-310 -1.11

D(11-11) 18dda 20-30 -3.59
250-260 -4.59
260-270 -5.99
300-310 -3.97
360-370 -5.25

D(18-18) 29aa 0-5 -3.04
10-15 -1.22
20-25 -2.17
80-85 -2.12

110-115 -3.89
210-220 -3.46
250-255 -5.52

D(15-28) 12bab 0-5 -2.09
30-35 -1.05
60-65 +0.31
95-100 -0.59

D(13-13) 17ddaa 0-10 -7.71
20-30 -7.45

*Samples provided by the Arizona Bureau of Mines.
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[average] = 0.0 per mil), and there is an oscillatory

variation with depth.

Although, generally, the samples were isotopically

light, sample D(15-28)12bab had values close to 0.0 per mil

at the 60-65 and 95-100 foot levels. In reference to

Table 4, note that this well log contained fragments of

marine limestone between 55 and 100 feet below the surface.

In this case r the source of carbon for calcite is most

probably marine limestone.

In the remaining data, values of (3 C-13 are nega-

tive and oscillate with depth as if in response to climatic

variations. In the case of carbon isotopic equilibrium

between precipitating calcite and surrounding liquid and

gaseous carbon phases, the relation of cS C-13 (CaCO3 ) to

climate is a possibility because (S C-13 (CaCO 3 ) is a func-

tion of (5 C-13 (soil CO2 ) and temperature alone. Cooler

temperatures and increased precipitation could result in

greater plant density and thus, more negative values of

(S C-13 (soil CO2 ) due to higher output of carbon dioxide

in root respiration. According to equation (104), the net

result of climatic cooling would be isotopically lighter

soil calcite. Use of (5 C-13 (CaCO 3 ) for shallow soil

calcites as a climatic indicator was also suggested by

Leamy and Rafter (1972).
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Of course, the previous argument applies only to

those calcites precipitated in isotopic equilibrium and with

no isotopic exchange history. In cases of isotopic dis-

equilibrium, values of 6 C-13 for carbonate phases in the

system are equal if the system is perfectly mixed. Rapid

precipitation of calcite under turbulent conditions can

approximate such a disequilibrium system. Samples from

D(13-13)17ddaa present ambiguous formation mechanisms.

One alternative is that the calcite precipitated in isotopic

equilibrium with CO 2 having 6 C-13 of approximately -17

per mil (calculation using equation (104) at 25 °C), a
reasonable value for semi-arid soil CO 2 . The other

possibility is that calcite precipitated in isotopic dis-

equilibrium from a solution of atmospheric CO 2 and Ca,

inin which case the 6 C-13 of the atmospheric CO 2 is approxi-

mately -7.6 per mil, also a very reasonable value. In

this case, at least, it is not possible to determine the

mechanism of formation of the calcite.

The net result of carbon isotopic exchange between

calcite and the bicarbonate in groundwater is a shift

toward isotopically lighter values for the calcite. For

example, given a 6 C-13 (CaCO 3 ) of -5.0 and a 6 C-13

(HCO3 ) of -10.0 per mil, 
typical values for Tucson basin

calcite and groundwater, the net result of any exchange

will leave the calcite 6 C-13 less than -5 per mil, the
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extent of depletion being a function of the extent of solu-

tion and reprecipitation of calcite. In view of this

argument, the oscillatory nature of the 6 C-13 values for

the well log calcites could very well reflect the degree to

which moving groundwater has exchanged with aquifer cal-

cite. However, the exchange effect has to be small because

the overall variation is less than 12 per mil within a

single well log. In addition, gross exchange effects would

have precluded the preservation of the isotopic record of

the marine limestone.

Results of Soil Calcite Study

Stable carbon isotope data for soil calcite is

presented in Table 6. Here again, the & C-13 values are

significantly lighter than that of marine limestone. Of

particular interest is the very light value of -14.31 per

mil obtained for sample A-1381. In the next section, it

will be shown that this calcite precipitated in isotopic

disequilibrium, and that the source of all carbon is soil

CO2 .

In view of the scatter in the data, the comparative

homogeneity of C-13 values for the Rillito River bank and

channel samples (A-1374, A-1375, and A-1376) may indicate

that channel fill is derived from downcutting and erosion

of bank sediments, Such downcutting is a recent geomorphic
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process in the Tucson basin that began in the latter part

of the 19th century (Hastings, 1958).

With the exception of the calcrete sample A-1381,

the mean 6 C-13 for soil calcite is -3.4 ± 1.3 per mil.

The fact that the mean for shallow soil calcite agrees

closely with the mean for calcite from well logs, -3.6

± 1,9 per mil, implies that post depositional isotopic

exchange effects must be very small. Otherwise, the shallow

soil calcites would be significantly heavier than the well

log calcite.

With the exception of those data indicating a

marine limestone source, the mean 6 C-13 for well log

calcite is -3.6 ± 1.9 per mil.

Radiocarbon Content of Soil Calcite 

Although Q is known by the chemical isotopic model,

the initial C-14 content of the recharge water after

equilibration with soil CO
2 and calcite may only be known

if the radiocarbon activities of the soil calcite and CO2
are also known. The initial C-14 activity of the water may

then be calculated from the equation

Ao = Q A	 + (1-Q) ACCaCO (118)

The assumption that soil CO2 is 100% modern in

carbon-14 is a safe one for waters recharged prior to the
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20th century. However, the assumption that calcite contains

no radiocarbon is incorrect as Geyh (1970) reported.

In view of the importance of determining the radio-

carbon activity of soil carbonate, an investigation was

carried out that involved the carbon-14 analysis of surface

and shallow soil samples from the Tucson basin.

Sampling Methods

The sampling methods for the soil samples have

already been described in the previous section.

Laboratory Methods

Methods for evolution of CO2 and 
gas purification

for soil samples have also been described in the previous

section. The purified carbon dioxide was analyzed for

radiocarbon by means of gas proportional counting of the

C-14 beta radiation. The detector consisted of a one half

liter quartz-walled gas proportional counter. All elec-

tronic components were modular-solid state, and of the

most recent design. The following is a list of the elec-

tronic equipment used in counting, all manufactured by

Canberra Industries, 45 Gracey Ave., Meriden, Connecticut,

06450:

a. preamplifier model 1406A;

b. amplifier model 816;

c. single channel analyzer model 1431;
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d. scaler model 1476A;

e. display model 1477;

f. blind timer model 1490;

g. teletype scanner model 1488.

Remaining equipment consisted of a Fluke High Voltage

Power Supply Model 408A and a model 33 TZ teletype. The

teletype with paper tape punch and reader is connected on

line and registers counting data at 20 minute intervals.

At the conclusion of a counting period, nominally 1000

minutes, contact with a Control Data Corporation Model

6400 Digital Computer is established by telephone, and the

data tape is loaded into the computer by means of the paper

tape reader on the teletype. By means of a FORTRAN IV

computer program, the counting data are reduced auto-

matically upon entry of the sample number, temperature, and

filling pressure at the teletype keyboard. The radiocarbon

age of the sample along with data from previous countings

and a weighted average age are returned by the computer

(Wallick, Palmer and Long, 1972).

Standard filling pressure was 15.0 psi and normal

temperature was taken as 25°C. The background was 1.70

counts per minute and the net modern standard (0.95 Oxalic

Acid net count) was 3.50 counts per minute, giving the

counter a figure of merit (EMod. Std. Count] 2/Bkg.) of

7.4. The counter was exceptionally leak-tight permitting
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counting periods as long as a week without any apparent

deterioration of the plateau. Operating voltage was 3050

volts. The counting plateau was 500 volts long with a

slope of about 1% per 100 volts, essentially flat.

Results

Experimental results of this study are presented in

Table 7. Additional soil calcite C-14 data from Sigalove

(1969) are given in Table 8. With the exception of A-1381

that certainly contains bomb C-14 levels, the remainder

of the samples have a range from 0.0 to 66.0% modern, and

a mean composite (this work plus that of Sigalove) activity

of 25.0 ± 16% modern. (There is a definite possibility

of contamination by bomb C-14 even for the less active

samples; however, this is presently impossible to evaluate.)

Comparison of the results of radiocarbon analysis with 
the

stable carbon isotope analyses points out the extreme

variability of C-14 content with no concommitant 
range of

variation in 6 C-13.

Discussion

Geyh (1970) measured the C-14 content of soil

calcite in West Germany and obtained a mean activity 
of

18.56 ± 24.90% modern. The somewhat lower 
value of the

mean for Geyh's samples as compared to this work is

attributed to the greater proportion of 
dead carbon
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Table 7. Radiocarbon activity of soil calcite.

Sample No.	 % Modern C-14

	A-1374	 14,9	 1.3

	A-1375	 12.8	 0.7

	A-1376	 15.7	 0.8

	A-1381	 151.5 ± 3.3

	A-1382	 31.1 ± 0.7

	A-1389	 35.5 ± 1.0

	A-1396	 14.7 ± 1.1

	A-1397	 f.0.67

	A-1398	 66.0 ± 2.0

	A-1405	 25.8 ± 2.0

Excluding A-1381, mean activity is (24.0 ± 19) %
modern. (See Figure 14, p. 124, for sample locations.)
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Table 8. Radiocarbon activity of soil calcite (after
Sigalove, 1969).

Location
Sample
No. Description % Modern

Oracle Jnctn. A-224 Top of caliche zone 31.4 ±	 0.8

Tucson A-212 Surface of wash bank 19.4 ± 1.3

Little A Mntn. A-218 Deposit in crevice
of tuff

47.9 ±	 0.6

Tumamoc Hill A-321 Six inches deep,
shallow drainage
ditch

20.0 ± 0.4

Oracle A-265 Surface 19.4 ± 1.0

Oracle A-266 Surface 20.3 ± 0.6

Mean activity is (26.4 ± 11.5) % modern.
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from marine limestone. The values of 6 C-13 were, for the

most part, slightly positive, suggesting that carbon

originated from marine limestone. The variable contribu-

tion from marine limestone may also be the cause of the

slightly greater standard deviation for the German samples.

Nevertheless, there is agreement between this work and that

of Geyh.

Bowler and Polach (1971) found that variation of

6 C-13 for secondary carbonate accumulations in soils from

Victoria, Australia was far less than the variation in

apparent radiocarbon age. The observations of the writer

are in agreement with this work.

Critical to the isotopic equilibrium model is the

assumption that soil calcite precipitates in isotopic

equilibrium with soil CO 2 . How can this assumption be

verified on the basis of this experiment? Sample A-1381

is a contemporary deposit as its carbon-14 activity

approximates the increased C-14 activity in the atmosphere

due to the nuclear tests of 1962 and 1963. This high

activity, 151.5% modern, precludes the possibility that

the calcrete carbon is a mixture of post modern carbon

from soil CO2 and 
existing soil calcite of lower C-14

content, equal to 31.1% modern (A-1382). The calcrete can

only be composed of carbon that originated almost entirely

from soil CO2'
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The mechanism of formation of the calcrete is

rather simple in this case.

a. Water enters the soil and hydrolyzes clay minerals,

releasing by base exchange Ca
++

, Na
+
, Mg

++ 
etc.

b. The pH increases, and according to Figure 2, the

dissolution of CO2 in 
water is enhanced. The carbonate con-

centration builds up until the solubility product of

calcite is exceeded.

c. The water with its carbonate load enters the

stream channel where, due to the lower CO 2 ,P	 higher tern-'- 

perature, and evaporative losses, calcite precipitates in

isotopic disequilibrium.

6 C-13 for the calcrete (A-1381) is -14.31 per mil.

If it is concluded that all carbon originated from soil

CO2, 
then 6 C-13 for soil CO2 

is also -14.31 per mil. If

calcite were to precipitate in isotopic equilibrium 
fram a

solution having dissolved carbon dioxide of the latter

isotopic composition, the 6 C-13 for calcite may be computed

from equation (104) whereby at 25°C

= -14.31 + 11.2 - 1.8 = -4.9 per mil.6 C,13 CaCO3

Soil near this calcrete (A-1382) contained 
carbonate with

6 C-13 equal to -3.89 per mil. Considering 
the guess at

the temperature, the vagaries 
of Nature, error in the

fractionation effect, and 
experimental error, a difference
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of 1 mil is probably not significant. Therefore, there is

little doubt that the soil calcite precipitated in isotopic

equilibrium with soil CO 2 .

Recently, Leamy and Rafter (1972) verified the

existence of pedogenic carbonate, calcium carbonate generated

by soil processes and deposited in the sub-soil. Of par-

ticular interest here is the agreement of this author's

hypothesis of formation of the calcrete and that offered

by Leamy and Rafter for the formation of pedogenic car-

bonate:

Incomplete leaching of weathering products under
the low annual rainfall is indicated by high
cation saturation figures and by a low to moderate
concentration of soluble salts in most soils, and
by high concentrations in soils which occupy low-
lying parts of the landscape . . . . These salts
comprise chlorides, sulphates, bicarbonates and
carbonates of calcium, magnesium, potassium and
sodium. The ionic constituents of these soluble
salts may be derived from the atmosphere either
directly or following plant decomposition; from
primary minerals such as micas or feldspars by
weathering; or from secondary minerals, such as
calcite, by re-solution . . . it is presumed that
the pedogenic calcium carbonate is formed pre-
dominantly by the chemical combination in the soil

of carbon and oxygen derived from the atmosphere

with calcium produced by weathering, and is sub-
sequently precipitated at the depth to which small
periodic excesses of precipitation over evapora-
tion are able to penetrate (p. D45).

Leamy and Rafter also found that (S C-13 values of

the carbonate in the upper horizons clearly identify it

as having come from plants. They suggested that this

carbonate could be used for radiocarbon dating of paleosols
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because all of the carbon had originated from atmospheric

CO2 . The initial activity of the carbonate is thus 100%

modern.

Stable Carbon Isotope Composition of Soil CO2

Relatively little work has been done in determining

the C-13/C-12 ratio of soil CO2 in semi-arid/arid regions.

Rightmire (1967) measured (5 C-13 of soil air CO2 in arid

west Texas and found a range of -15 to -19 per mil PDB,

and an average of -17 per mil. Galimov (1960) obtained

values near -18 per mil for soil CO2 from the more arid

regions of the U.S.S.R. E. S. Simpson (personal communica-

tion) stated that Bryan Payne of the International Atomic

Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria found that a value of

(S C-13CO
 of -14 per mil gave reasonable adjusted radio-
2

carbon dates on groundwaters from arid regions of Africa

using the correction method of Pearson (1965).

In view of the fact that CO2 in the soil is mostly

derived from plant root respiration and decaying plant

matter, it is only reasonable to consider the range in

stable carbon isotope composition found in plant tissue.

Recently, Troughton (1972) examined the photosynthetic

mechanism of plants by means of stable carbon isotope

analysis. From (3 C-13 measurements on about 250 species

of monocotyledon and dicotyledon plants, Troughton obtained
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a bimodal distribution of number of plants vs. intervalized

5 C-13. The mean cS C-13 for monocotyledons in one group

was -13.9 per mil and in the other -26.7 per mil; and for

the dicotyledons -14.8 per mil and -26.9 per mil in each

group respectively. Those plants that have tissues less

depleted in C-13 are believed to photosynthesize by a more

primitive process having fewer fractionation steps. This

is the Hatch-Slack (1970) photosynthetic mechanism as

compared to the more advanced Calvin cycle.

In light of the isotopically heavier values for

soil CO2 
from arid/semi-arid regions, it is likely that

the Hatch-Slack photosynthetic pathway is common to desert

plants, and values of -14 to -15 per mil for C-13 would

not be unreasonable for soil CO2 from 
the Tucson basin.

Sampling Methods

An experimental technique was devised for sampling

soil gas for stable carbon isotope analysis. To avoid

atmospheric contamination of the sample, it was necessary

to keep the sample volume as small as possible. Most

samples were collected in the early morning when the tem-

perature difference between air and ground was least to

minimize the transient effects of soil inhalation and

exhalation of CO2 .

A diagram of the soil gas sampling device is shown

in Figure 11. It consists of a six inch long 
cold rolled
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Figure 11, Soil gas sampling device.     
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steel spike with a 1/16 inch hole drilled through the

center. A well depression 5/16 inch diam. in the top of

the spike is threaded and a silicone rubber septum may be

inserted and secured by a threaded nut that screws down

into the well. The nut itself has a 1/4 inch threaded

center hole that accommodates a 1/16 inch rod that may be

inserted into the spike to seal off the hole. The spike

has a hexagonally shaped head that accepts a protective cap.

The gas collection vessel is shown in Figure 12.

The vessel is evacuated in the laboratory as far as the

Ultratorr fitting, and all stopcocks are closed prior to

removing the unit from the vacuum line. Although the

silicone rubber disc in the Ultratorr fitting has a

noticeable leak rate	 10 microns/hour), the volume of

air in the tubing is small compared to that of the sample

storage portion of the unit and silicone rubber was found

to absorb small quantities of CO 2 almost quantitatively.

Therefore, the vessel is essentially isolated from the

contamination of atmospheric CO2 .

Additional sampling equipment is listed below:

a. a 10 cc glass hypodermic syringe with Luerlok  tip;

b. disposable hypodermic needles;

c. silicone rubber septa;

d. flat head hammer.
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The sampling procedure is as follows:

a. The rod is inserted into the spike and secured by

means of the threaded nut;

b. The hex cap is placed on the spike head;

c. The spike is hammered into the ground;

d. The cap is removed and the threaded nut unscrewed

from the spike and the rod is removed;

e. The silicone rubber septum is placed in the well

and secured with the threaded nut;

f. The hypodermic needle is inserted through the septum

and a 5 cc (ambient pressure) sample is pumped from the

ground and expelled as waste;

g. The 10 cc sample is now withdrawn from the soil and

expelled into the sample collection vessel by inserting

the needle into the silicone rubber portal and allowing

the vacuum to "pull" the sample gas out of the syringe.

h. The stopcock is immediately closed and the sample

is labeled and secured.

Purification of Soil Gas CO 2

The sample collection vessel was mounted on the

vacuum line in the laboratory and the volume above the

upper stopcock evacuated. With the system closed to the

and water were extracted from the soil gas

condensation in a liquid-nitrogen-cooled spherical
Pump , 

CO2

sample by

trap. Nitrogen, oxygen, and argon were removed by pumping
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on the frozen sample. The CO 2 was separated from the water

by warming the spherical trap to dry ice-acetone slush

temperature (-78°C). The evolving CO2 was condensed in a
breakseal ampule immersed in liquid nitrogen. The break-

seal ampule was then sealed off with a torch, completing

the CO2 extraction. Because of the small pressures (50-

150 micron in 1/2 liter volume) great care was exercised

to conserve all of the sample CO 2 by allowing sufficient

time for gas transfer.

Checks on the purification method were made by

analyzing 6 C-13 in rural atmospheric CO 2 . Samples of air

were collected in one liter evacuated bulbs at the inter-

section of Interstate 10 and Craycroft Ave. (sample A-1),

and at the intersection of Interstate 10 and State Highway

82 (sample A-2). The atmospheric CO 2 was extracted and

purified as previously discussed, and analyzed on the

602B mass spectrometer. The values for 6 C-13 of samples

A-1 and A-2 were respectively, -6.44 ± .01 and -7.60 ± .01

per mil W.R.T. PDB. These values are in agreement with

those of Keeling (1961) which ranged from -6.7 to -7.4

± 0.1 per nil.

Mass Spectrometry

Measurements of the carbon isotopic ratio for the

soil gas samples were performed on the V. G. Micromass

Model 602 C Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer. Due to
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delay in shipment of the instrument to the Laboratory of

Isotope Geochemistry, Ian Neal of V. G. Micromass Ltd.

generously agreed to analyze these samples at the factory

in Winsford, Cheshire, England. For his cooperation and

the generosity of V. G. Micromass, this author shall always

be grateful.

The Model 602 C is unique in regard to the capa-

bility of analyzing very small samples of CO2 (� 10 pl)

because of the specially designed gas inlet system. The

inlet system is shown schematically in Figure 13. Both the

diagram and description of the inlet system were taken from

the instrument manual (V. G. Micromass, n.d.l. The ten

valves (VR1 to VR5 and VS1 to VS5) are toggle operated,

bakeable all-metal valves designed specifically for this

inlet system. They are fast opening to cause negligible

isotopic fractionation and are of small volume. Valves

VR1 and VS1 are capillary isolation valves that are designed

so that when closed, an extremely small volume exists be-

tween the valve and the capillary. Between VS1-VS2, the

total volume (including the cold finger) is 0.5 ml. The

same volume exists between VR1-VR2. This volume is used

for the measurement of small samples of CO2 . For example,

a CO2 
sample of 25 pl will give a working pressure in this

volume of 4 cm Hg and, with care, samples as low as 
10 pl

-3
can be measured. (Soil gas with P	 =	 10 atm when

CO2
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sampled with the apparatus and method previously described

yields 3_1c 10-2 cc atm of CO2 or 30 jil. The pressure in

the working volume is then 4.7 cm Hg.)

A larger volume is used for normal samples. With

VS3, VS4, and VS5 closed, the volume between VS2-VS5 is

2 ml. The variable reservoir volume may be altered between

10 ml and 70 ml, facilitating the balancing of sample and

reference pressures. Similar volumes exist on the reference

side of the inlet.

Results and Discussion

Values for 6 C-13 w.r.t. PDB for the soil gas

samples are given in Table 9. The data fall into two groups;

an isotopically heavy group (SG-2, SG-6) averaging -12.20

per mil, and an isotopically lighter group averaging

-17.11 per mil.

An air sample taken at the roadside on 1-19,

approximately 500 feet from the location of SG-6 had 6 C-13

= (-16.81 ± .01) per mil. This abnormally light value for

atmospheric CO 2 is the result of contamination of normal

air CO2 (& C-13 = -7 per mil) with fossil fuel CO2 (6 C-13

-1.- -25 per mil). A simple mixing calculation indicates that

normal atmospheric and fossil fuel CO2 present in approxi-

mately equal amounts would yield the observed value. The

partial pressure of CO2 in the atmosphere would be twice

normal (approximately 6.6 x 10-4 atm) under these conditions.
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Table 9. Carbon isotope composition of soil CO2 .

Sample	 C-13
No.	 Location/Date/Time	 per mil PDB

SG-2 On road from Continental to
Greaterville on Sta. Rita
Experimental Range about 5
miles from Continental,
grassland.
Collected: 3/3/73

4:10 P.M.

-11.99 ± .04

SG-3	 Oracle Rd. near River Rd.	 -16.53 ± .05
Mesquite, dry scrub, grass.
Collected: 6/25/73

7:15 A.M.

SG-4	 El Camino del Cerro and Sta.	 -16.33 ± .03
Cruz R. Mesquite, grass.
Collected: 6/25/73

11;30 A.M.

SG-5	 W. Speedway at Sta. Cruz R.	 -18.36 ± .02
in channel in grassy sand
mounds.
Collected: 6/26/73

7:30 A.M,

SG-6	 Near bank of Sta. Cruz R.	 -12.41 ± .04
at I-19 and Valencia Rd.
along bank slope in grassy
mounds.
Collected: 6/27/73

8:00 A.M.

Mean 6 C-13 (soil CO 2 ) = (-15.12 ± 2.78)%0w.r.t.
PDB. (See Figure 14, p. 124, for sample locations.)
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Another sample of air taken in downtown Tucson at Stone Ave.

and Pennington St. gave 5 C-13 = -21.0 ± 0.1 per mil

(analyzed by this author on the 602 B "class spectrometer),

indicating approximately a 3;1 ratio of fossil fuel CO2

to normal CO 2 , and a total pCO 2 four times normal.

In view of the previous discussion referring al-

teration of the normal isotopic composition of atmospheric

CO 2 by the burning of fossil fuels, it is possible that

samples SG-3, SG-4, and SG-5 have been contaminated by

fossil fuel CO2 and 
may not be representative of natural

conditions. SG-2 was collected well beyond the influence

of the urban environment, and the value of 6 C-13 =

-11.99 ± .04 is close to the value of 6 C-13 = -12.41

± .04 for SG-2 from a locality just outside Tucson City

limits. Pending further carbon isotope analysis of soil

CO2 , a mean value of -12.2 per mil for 6 C-13 (soil CO 2 )

under natural conditions appears reasonable in view of the

ambiguity posed by the fossil fuel contamination. However,

the mean for all measurements, -15.12 ± 2.78 per mil, must

also be considered since it is not at all certain as to

whether fossil fuel CO2 
is actually a contaminant of soil

CO2 .



CHAPTER 5

ADJUSTMENT OF RADIOCARBON AGES OF TUCSON BASIN GROUNDWATERS
BY MEANS OF THE CHEMICAL-ISOTOPIC EQUILIBRIUM MODEL

Previous C-14 Dating Work 

Bennett (1965) used the C-14 dating method for

groundwaters of the Tucson basin, but reported unadjusted

ages only. Table 10 lists some of his data, extracted

from the sample records of the Radiocarbon Laboratory,

University of Arizona. The locations of these samples

are given in Figure 14.

According to Bennett (1965), samples for C- 14

analysis were taken in plastic jugs with airtight lids, and

transported to the laboratory for immediate extraction of

inorganic carbon. Carbon dioxide was evolved from the

water samples at a pH 1 2 and absorbed in 4 N NaOH con-

taining BaC12 . The air above the water was circulated

through the water sample in a continuous cycle by means of

a gas pump. The absorbed gas was released from the hy-

droxide solution by hydrolysis with HC1, purified, and then

counted in a gas proportional counter.
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Figure 14. Locations of groundwater, soil calcite, and soil
gas samples (water level contours by _Matlock and
Davis, 1972).

Key:

Well samples (this work)

Tucson city well samples

Soil calcite samples
for C-14 and C-13/C-12

A-1411 - 1
A-1412 - 2
A-1418 - 3

SC -'13 - 4
D-25 	-5
B-8 	-6
B-76 	-7
C-15	 8
D-7 	-9
C-7 	-10
B-50	 - 11
A-27 - 12
B-3 	-13
C-29	 - 14
C-58	 - 15
B-54	 - 16
A-31 - 17

A-1374 - 18
A-1375 - 19
A-1376 - 20
A-1381 - 21
A-1382 - 22
A-1389 - 23
A-1397 - 24
A-1398 - 25
A-1405 - 26

CAL-1 - 27
CAL-2 - 28
CAL-3 - 29

SG-2	 - 30
SG-3	 - 31
SG-4	 - 32
SG-5	 - 33
SG-6	 - 34

Soil calcite samples
for C-13/C-12 only

Soil gas samples for
C-13/C-12 only
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Chemical Analyses

Chemical analyses of these groundwaters were re-

ported by Dutt and McCreary (1970); these data are sum-

marized in Table 11. Although with the exception of A-27,

these samples were collected about one year after Bennetts

work, little, if any, change is believed to have occurred

in the chemical composition of these waters during the one

year gap. (See Table 16, p. 142 for illustration of con-

stancy of water chemistry over a seven year period.) It

will be noted that the locations of the wells sampled for

chemical analysis are not at the exact location of the

wells sampled for radiocarbon analysis in four cases. The

wells are, however, in the same section and less than a

mile apart. Furthermore, waters from the same section were

constant in composition for these cases. Field water tem-

perature was unknown for two samples and 25°C was used as
a reasonable approximation.

Model Calculations

Model calculations on the chemical data of the

ratiocarbon dated well waters were performed in two steps.

First, the chemical equilibrium composition was determined,

and second, the equilibrium isotopic compositions of all

phases in the carbonate system were calculated using input

from the chemical model. All calculations were performed
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using the FORTRAN IV computer program C14CRCT on the CDC-

6400 digital computer at The University of Arizona Computer

Center.

Results of the chemical model calculations are sum-

marized in Table 12. There was agreement between calculated

and laboratory pH values except for samples C-58 and SC-13

which exceeded the experimental error of 0,1 pH unit.

Unfortunately, no field pH data were available to check

the chemical equilibrium assumption for field conditions.

The equilibrium partial pressure of CO2 had a mean

value of 3.81 x 10-3 atm. about a factor of ten higher than

that of the normal atmosphere. If the assumption is made

that the equilibrium composition reflects initial conditions

when the water equilibrated with soil minerals, then this

value for PCO2-

of carbon dioxide in soil gases of the Tucson basin. The

value is reasonable because of the relative scarcity of

plant and decaying organic matter in desert soils.

The dominant carbonate species in solution is

bicarbonate. Use of the chemical correction factor of

Tamers (1967 a, -b), whereby half of the bicarbonate

in solution is assumed to have originated from dissolved

CO2' leads invariably to values for Q of about 
0.5. This

would imply that the initial radiocarbon activity of

recharge waters in the Tucson basin is never greater than

is an approximation of the partial pressure
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50% modern, ox that no waters younger than 5568 years

(B.P.) exist. A glance at Table 10 will convince the reader

that this cannot be the case since modern waters were found.

The results of Table 12 underscore the importance

of the sulfate ion pair corrections for high sulfate waters.

Samples B-76 and SC-13 were significantly higher in SO 4

than the remaining samples, and the calculated concentra-

tions of CaS0 4
o and NaS04 were also 

high. Removal of free
-

Ca
++ 

from solution by formation of CaS0 4
o and CaCO3

o has

a definite and predictable effect upon the carbonate

equilibrium as previously discussed. The concentrations

of CaCO30 ' 
as calculated, were practically constant and

subject only to temperature variation in the value of

alone since no temperature correction was made

sPCaCO3

for KCaCO3
o.

Four of the waters under consideration contained

measureable silica: A-27; C-7; C-58 and C-29. The values

11-5 
are the disequilibrium indices (Paces, 1972) for

respectively, the albite-kaolinite, microcline-kaolinite,

anorthite-kaolinite, illite-kaolinite, and Ca-montmorillonite -

kaolinite weathering reactions. Within the -1 
I 1 equi-

librium criterion, all silica bearing waters except for

C-58 were in equilibrium with the Ca-montmorillonite and

illite weathering reactions. (Sample C-58 was 
close to

equilibrium with Ca-montmorillonite but 
just outside the
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criterion.) Therefore, in the calculation of the adjusted

calcium concentration, 1/8 the molality of the H 4 SiO 4 was

subtracted from the calcium in solution that remained after

subtraction of the sulfate molality (see Table 2, P. 57,

for stoichiometry). This correction yielded the molality

of calcium that could be attributed to the dissolution of

CaCO3 .

Isotopic Equilibrium
Calculations

Values of 6 C-13 for all carbonate species and

values of Q, the computed ratio of soil CO2 derived car-

bonate to total dissolved carbonate are given in Table 13.

Q was calculated from the chemical model using the adjusted

calcium concentration substituted into equation (73). The

value of Q, and the equilibrium molalities of H2CO3 , HCO3 ,

and CO3
.
' 
and the field water temperature were used as

input for the calculation of 6 C-13 for all carbonate species

(solid; liquid; gas). 6 C-13 for H2CO3' HCO3- ' and 
CO3=

was computed from equations (106), (101), and (102) re-

spectively. The value of (5 C- 13CaCO 
for insertion in

3

equation (106) was computed from equation (104) whereby

C-13 for calcite was solely a function of temperature

and 6 C-13 .Soil CO • As previously discussed, 
the calcula-

2

tion of the equilibrium isotopic composition of the
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Table 13.	 Isotopic model calculations and the correction
factor.

Tucson
Well
No.

(S C-13 per mil w.r.t. PDB

Meas.	 H2CO 3	 HCO3 CO3 CO a
2 CaCO3b	 QC

B-8 -11.0	 -18.2 -10.7 -10.5 -13.3 -4.1 .747

B-54 -11.0	 -18.5 -10.8 -10.6 -13.1 -3.8 .779

A-27 -13.1	 -20.7 -12.8 -12.6 -14.7 -5.3 .831

D-25 -	 9.6	 -16.9 -	 9.1 -	 9.0 -10.1 -0.8 .952

B-3 -	 9.0	 -16.2 -	 8.7 -	 8.5 -10.1 -1.0 .877

B-76 -	 9.7	 -16.8 -	 9.4 -	 9.3 - 9.7 1.000

C-15 -10.0	 -17.3 - 9.7 - 9.5 -10.8 -1.6 .918

B-50 -13.3	 -21.1 -13.1 -12.9 -14.7 -5.3 .850

D-7 -11,6	 -19.1 -11.4 -11.2 -14.3 -5.0 .708

C-7 -12.0	 -19.4 -11.7 -11.5 -13.2 -3.9 .872

A-31 -12.1	 -19,8 -11.9 -11.7 -14.0 -4.6 .800

C-58 -12.7	 -20.5 -12.5 -12.3 -13.7 -4.2 .897

C-29 -11.5	 -19.1 -11.2 -11.0 -13.7 -4.4 .763

SC-13 -14.7	 -21.4 -13.6 -13.4 -15.6 -6.2 .900

amean x = (-12.9 ±	 1.9) per mil.

bmean	 = (-3.9 ± 1.7) per mil

c 	-= .838 ± .074mean x
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groundwater carbonate involved iterating over the range

of variation of 8 C-13 for soil carbon dioxide (-7 to -30

per mil) and choosing the set of values for ,5 C-13 of

the various carbonate species that yielded a value for

8 C-l3 	carbon  equal to the measured value of the water

sample. The isotopic composition of all species is then

uniquely known with the assumption of both chemical and

isotopic equilibrium.

From Table 13, the mean value of Q was 0,838 2 .07,

or To = 83.8	 7% modern in carbon-14 
if the soil CO2 was

assumed 100% modern and the calcite was free of radio-

carbon. In the previous chapter, it was shown that the

mean activity of soil calcite was r\., 25% modern. Therefore,

o must 
be increased to 87% modern to account for this

contribution of C-14 [see equation (118)1.

Vogel (1970) stated that ". . . a histogram of 100

measurements on groundwater from semi-arid to arid regions

of southern Africa has a . . . maximum between 80 and 90%

modern , .	 . As a rule the initial relative C-14 content

of groundwater appears to be (85 ± 5)%, irrespective of

climatic conditions" (p,231). The model results are clearly

in agreement with the work of Vogel. The range of model

Q, i.e., (0.708-1.000) is in agreement with the work of

Geyh (1972) who measured a range of 75 to 90% modern for

the initial activity of groundwaters from areas covered
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with limy sediments ( and a range of 90 to 100% modern for

groundwaters from crystalline rocks without limy formations.

The model calculations for C-13	 andCaCO3
6 may be compared with the experimental data fromC-13CO2

the previous chapter for an independent check on the validity

of the model. From Table 13, the mean values for 6 C-13

for calcite and soil CO2 are respectively 
(-3.9 I 1.7) per

mil and (-12.9 ± 1.9) per mil. The mean 6 C-13 for calcite

measured was (-3.6 ± 1.7) per mil. This means that the

model predictions and measured values agree precisely for

mean and standard deviation! There can be little doubt

that the assumptions of isotopic and chemical equilibrium

are correct in light of such precise agreement.

The mean calculated value of 6 C-13 (CO 2 ) of

(-12.9 I 1.9) per mil compares favorably with the mean

measured value for 6 C-13 (soil CO 2 ) 
under unpolluted

conditions, i.e., -12.2 per mil, and overlaps with the mean

of all soil gas samples, -15.1 ± 2.8 per mil. The mean

calculated value for 6 C-13 of soil CO2 
is also in agree-

ment with the data of Troughton (1972) and agrees closely

with the -14.3 per mil value for soil CO2 inferred from the

calcrete study.
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C-14 Dating Work
(This Study) 

This section summarizes some of the techniques that

must be employed in a radiocarbon dating of groundwater

study. Although only three field samples were studied,

the field and laboratory methods required substantial

effort, pointing out the fact that C-14 dating of ground-

water is normally not possible on a production basis un-

less the investment in time and equipment is large.

Sample Locations

Three sample wells were chosen that paralleled a

flow line inferred from the water table contour map of the

Tucson basin (Matlock and Davis, 1972). The locations of

the wells sampled are given in Figure 14. The well loca-

tion numbers and well data are presented in Table 14. In

addition to the above, three tap water samples from room

#306, Geology Building, University of Arizona Campus were

used to evaluate replication error in radiocarbon analysis.

Procedure at the Well Site

The well spigot was opened and water allowed to

flow to waste. Water temperature was measured every few

minutes. When the temperature of the water stabilized, the

well was assumed to be purged of all standing water and

sampling operations were begun.
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Field pH determinations were made in triplicate.

The Orion Research Ionalyzer specific ion meter model 407

(Orion Research Inc., 11 Blackstone St., Cambridge, Mass.,

02139), a Beckman glass electrode no. 40471 (Beckman Instru-

ments, Inc., Fullerton, California, 92634), and an Orion

reference electrode no. 90-01-00 were used for measurement

of the field pH. The meter was calibrated with pH 7.00

and oH 8.00 buffers before each series of measurements at

each field location. The overall meter precision was ± .02

pH unit. However, it is doubtful that the accuracy of the

instrument was better than ± 0.1 pH unit (Ted McCreary,

Department of Soils, Water, and Engineering, University of

Arizona, personal communication).

The field bicarbonate concentration was determined

by titrating a 25 ml sample of water with 0.01663 N HC1.

The pH meter was used as an end point indicator. (See

Barnes, 1964, for a detailed description of the method.)

The working equation for field HCO 3 - calculation was

-
ppm HCO3 = mlHC1 

x 40.57 (119)

As the error in determining the endpoint was essentially

the reading error of the burette, 2 0.1 ml, and since the

error in determining the standard HC1 was identical, the

overall random error of each determination was ± 5.8 ppm.
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Three water samples were taken at each location:

a. a 30 gallon sample in a polyethylene lined steel

drum for radiocarbon analysis;

b. a 1 liter sample for chemical analysis;

c. a 1 liter sample for tritium analysis.

Laboratory Procedure

Extraction of the bicarbonate was performed in a

manner similar to that of Bennett (1965). The water was

acidified to pH f 2 by adding 500 ml of concentrated H2SO4 .

Air was then recirculated through the water and a 3 N NaOH

solution that had been rendered CO 2-free by addition of

excess SrC1 2 . The sample was isolated from atmospheric

CO2 when exposed to 
the atmosphere by blowing dry nitrogen

onto either the water sample or the hydroxide solution.

Extraction efficiency greater than 95% was achieved by

pumping overnight.

The sample CO 2 was liberated from the hydroxide

solution by titration under vacuum with 6 N HC1 to pH II 4

using methyl red as an indicator. The CO2 was purified

as stated earlier. The gas was analyzed for radiocarbon

and for 6 C-13.

Chemical analyses for the water samples were per-

formed by the Department of Soils, Water, and Engineering,

University of Arizona. Therefore, chemical analytical
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techniques were identical with those used by Dutt and

McCreary (1970).

Analytical Results

Results of the radiocarbon analysis of three tap

and three field well water samples are given in Table 15.

The tap water data showed good reproducibility in both CO2

extraction and C-14 analysis, suggesting that consistent

precautions were taken to guard against contamination by

atmospheric CO2 , and that laboratory techniques were free

of significant random error. (Counting error was the

major random error source.)

Results of the chemical analyses and field HCO
3 
-

and pH determinations by this author are presented in

Table 16. Analytical error was computed from the equation

• % Error =	 eq - 14ecl x 100
EMeq

+ 
+ EMeq

(120)

where Meq+ and Meq refer to positive and negative milli-

equivalents, respectively. Good agreement was obtained

between field and laboratory bicarbonate determinations,

eliminating the possibility of carbonate precipitation

between sample collection and chemical analysis. Com-

parison of the recent chemical data for sample A-1411

with that measured in 8/66 by Dutt and McCreary shows

that the chemical composition of this water has remained
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Table 15. Results of radiocarbon analysis.

Lab No.	 Yield CO2 (STP)
	

C-14 (% mod)

TW-1	 6.9
	

58.7 ± 4.5

TW-2	 7.1
	

60.4 ± 4.5

TW-3	 7.1
	

54.2 ± 4.5

A-1411	 7.3
	

72.1 _ 2.1

A-1412	 12.1
	

6.8 ± 1.1

A-1418	 8.1
	

64.8	 2.5
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Table 16,	 Results of field and laboratory chemical analyses.

PPm

Lab No./Date Analyzed
A-1411
7/73

A-1411a	 A-1412	 A-1418
8/66	 7/73	 7/73

Tap H 20
7/73

Ca
++ 122.2 117. 30.6 89.2 18.0

Mg++ 23.6 22. 10.6 19.3 5.5

Na
+ 56. 20. 115. 44. 43.
_

Cl 24. 30. 26. 18. 22.

SO 4 320. 120. 60. 220. 30.
_

HCO3 Field 219.1 - 280. 206.9
_

HCO3 Lab 224,5 215. 285.5 200.1 163.5
-

F .27 .4 .63 .22 .27

NO3 3.8 14. 0.2 2.9 10.8

K
+ 2,7 4.3 2.0 2.4 2.1

H4S1O 4
29.4 26. 28.0 28.0 34.0

pH Field 7.54 - 7.64 7.27 -

pH Lab 7,2 7.36 7.4 7.3 7.5

Temp °F
Field 79.2 82.5 80.9 82.4 81.5

Error % ±2.4 ±5.2 15.4 ±4.3

aPreviously analyzed by Dutt and McCreary (1970).
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constant over this time. The field pH and laboratory pH

were significantly different for the samples A-1411 and

A-1412, but identical for A-1418. This difference in pH

is a reflection of the arguments presented earlier with

regard to change in temperature and pCO 2 between laboratory

and field conditions.

Model Calculations (Chemical)

Results of the calculations for the chemical model

are presented in Table 17. Here the field pH data are

shown side by side with the calculated pH. Given a ± 0.1

pH unit error, agreement is excellent for A-1412, but less

spectacular for the other two field samples. However,

considering the chemical analytical errors, the agreement

is quite good for all samples, showing clearly that an

equilibrium system exists under field conditions.

The other important result of these calculations

is the verification of equilibrium with illite and 
Ca-

montmorillonite as per the values of 1 4 and 15 
for the field

samples which were close to zero in all cases. The waters

were oversaturated by a factor of ten with respect 
to the

albite-kaolinite transition. Therefore, the chemistry of

these waters would appear to be a product 
of the weathering

of Ca-montmorillonite (Ca
++ , H4 SiO 4

), illite (Mg++, K
+

S =
H4 SiO 4 ) r

 albite (Na+ ), and gypsum (Ca++ , 04 ).
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Table 17. Chemical model calculations.

Lab Number
A-1411	 A-1412	 A-1418	 Tap H20

pH (Field) 7.54 7.64 7.27 7.50

pH	 (Calc.)

pCO 2 (Atm.)

(x 10 -3 )

7,32

8.75

7,64

6.27

7.41

6.98

8.01

1.73

ECal-4-]
(x 10-3 ) 2.54 0.718 1.92 0.428

EH2 CO3 ]A
(x 3.15 2.20 2.40 0.601

DICO3 
j

(x 10-3 ) 3.18 4.52 2.99 2.83

ECO3-1

(x 10-5 ) .485 1.34 .559 1.85

[CaCO3 c)]
(x 10-6 ) 7.50 7.38 7.28 7.34

ESO4=j
(x 10-3 ) 2.67 .559 1.89 .290

IMgSO4°J
(X 10-5 ) 13.9 1.82 9.20 .604

ICaSO4°1

(X 10-4 ) 5.05 .377 3.01 .141

ENaSO 4 71

(x 10-5 ) 2.05 .995 12.1 .213

y± .882 .904 .894 .930

yI2 .604 .678 .639 .747
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Table 17. (Continued).

Lab Number
A-1411	 A-1412	 A-1418	 Tap H20

[H4SiO 4 ]

bc 10 
-4 ) 3.06 2.91 2.91 3.54

I1
1.008 1.628 0.973 1.666

1 2
-1.416 -1.274 -1.443 -	 .710

13
-5.140 -4.936 -4.932 -4.355

1 4 -	 .707 -	 .515 -	 .671 -	 .461

1 5
.021 -	 .024 -	 .088 1.204
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The ability of the model to point out non-

equilibrium is substantiated by the tap water analysis.

Calculated and laboratory pH are not in accord by a sizeable

difference. It was pointed out to me by Professor Austin

Long that there are multiple sources for this tap water,

and that it is a mixture of chemically dissimilar waters.

In radiocarbon dating work, it is imperative that situa-

tions of this sort be avoided. The chemical model coupled

with pH measurement in the field are of great value in

this respect.

Model Calculations (Isotopic)

Measured and calculated values for (S C-13 of total

dissolved carbon and carbonate species for samples A-1411,

A-1412 and A-1418 are given in Table 18. No values for

cS C-13 (CaCO3 ) have been given because little or no calcite

dissolved in these waters according to values of Q from

chemical model calculations. The writer speculates that

these waters were recharged through fractures in crystalline

rocks containing no calcite, and that dissolution of soil

CO2 
was enhanced primarily through weathering of Ca-

montmorillonite and illite.

No calculated values for the equilibrium isotopic

composition of tap water were given because of the lack of

agreement between calculated and laboratory pH, signifying

chemical disequilibrium.
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Tritium Analysis 

Tritium analyses of the samples A-1411, A-1412, and

A-1418 were performed in order to evaluate the possibility

of contamination by post-bomb (later than A.D. 1954) water.

Such contamination is impossible to detect by means of

radiocarbon alone because, unlike tritium, radiocarbon is

not a conservative isotope of water, and its half life is

long enough so that the addition of bomb C-14 may simply

result in some younger age. Tritium has a rather short

half life (12.26 years) and exists as part of the water

molecule, i.e., HTO. Tritium decays by low energy beta

emission to 2He ' Tritium concentrations are generally

measured and recorded in tritium units (T. U.) where one

T.U. is defined as equal to one tritium atom per 10 18

protium atoms.

Prior to 1954, all tritium was cosmogenic with

precipitation having an estimated tritium concentration

of 2 to 10 T.U„ depending upon geographical location

and weather phenomena (Kaufman and Libby, 1954; Libby,

1962). Since 1954, levels of tritium in precipitation have

risen to thousands and tens of thousands of T.U. in response

to thermonuclear weapons tests. It is doubtful that natural

tritium can be used to date waters at this time because

of the 30 year groundwater residence time for tritium

(von Buttlar and Wendt, 1958) and because of the high
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probability of contamination by bomb tritium. However,

the presence of tritium in groundwater is a definitive

test for mixture of groundwater with recent meteoric water.

Sample Preparation

The method for analysis was similar to that of

Lai (1965). Figure 15 illustrates the methane synthesis

system. The procedure for conversion of the water sample

(1.4 cc) to methane (r1,1 liter STP) is as follows:

1. The water sample is sealed in a glass ampoule and

placed in the stainless steel reactor as shown together

with approximately 10 grams of catalyst (Ru adsorbed on

alumina pellets) and approximately 100 grams of zinc dust;

2. The reactor is evacuated;

3. The reactor is filled to 1.3 atmosphere with C-14

free CO2 (verified dead by C-14 counting);

4. Valves A and B are then closed and the reactor is

heated to 475oC and 525oC for the zinc and catalyst sections,

respectively;

5. The reaction for conversion to methane is

Cat. CO2 + 2 H20 + 4 Zn	 > CH4 + 4 ZnO.A

The conversion from water to methane is about 95% complete

after a normal reaction time of 16 hours;
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Figure 15. Methane synthesis system.
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6. With the system evacuated, valves D, F, and G

closed, and valves A, B, and C open, the sample CH4 plus

unreacted H2 and CO2 are condensed in trap Ti at the tem-
perature of liquid nitrogen ( -196°C);

7. Upon completion of step 6, valve H is closed and G

is opened allowing the methane to distill over into trap

T2, silica gel cooled by liquid nitrogen. (This distilla-

tion allows separation of CH4 from CO 2 by means of the 1 cm

vapor pressure of methane as compared to the essentially

zero vapor pressure of CO 2 at liquid nitrogen temperature.

Methane and hydrogen have zero vapor pressure when adsorbed

on silica gel at -196 °C.) The distillation is complete
in 1.5 hours. The system is then pumped for 15 minutes by

opening valves H and J;

8. With valves G, I and J closed and valve H open, the

methane plus traces of hydrogen are expanded from T2 to

T3, also at -196 °C. Upon completion of gas transfer, valve
J is opened momentarily, pumping off traces of H2 . Pure

sample methane is now in trap T3;

9. With valves H and J closed and valve I open, the

methane is allowed to expand, and is trapped in the cold

finger CF (-1960C);

10. Finally, the valve I is closed, K is opened, and

the methane is expanded into GB, a one liter bulb for trans-

fer to the gas inlet system of the proportional counter.
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Counting

The counting equipment was identical to that

previously described for radiocarbon measurement. The

standard filling temperature and pressure were 2980K and

15 PSI, respectively. The proportional region counting

plateau was 500 volts long with a midpoint at 2400 volts.

The background with tank methane (distilled from petroleum

and tritium free) was 1.83 ± .02 CPM. A 107 T.U. standard

prepared by diluting the NBS 4926 tritium standard (1.33

x 10 4 DPS/ml on August 20, 1954) by a factor of 10 5 gave

a net count rate of 1.60 ± 0.10 CPM. The sensitivity

of the counter for tritium was therefore 67 T.U./CPM, and

the figure of merit for tritium was therefore 1.60 2
/1.83

= 1,4.

With a background of 1.83 ± .02 CPM, the minimum

detectable T.U. for a sample with sigma also equal to	 .02

CPM at the 95% confidence level is given by

co, 0.025	 2	 2+a
B

where A. is the significant difference between background

and sample count rate, and a s and aB are the sample and

background sigmas. Substituting .02 for both sigmas, and

inserting the value of tœ, 025 of 1.96 gives a significant

count rate of 0.055 CPM, corresponding to 3.7 T.U.
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Results

All samples were indistinguishable from background

and therefore less than or equal to 3.7 T.U.

Conclusion

The possibility of contamination of samples A-1411,

A-1412 and A-1418 by post-bomb meteoric water must be ruled

out as a first approximation.

Adjusted Radiocarbon Ages of 
Tucson Basin Groundwaters 

A major goal of this research is the adjustment of

radiocarbon ages of groundwaters of the Tucson basin for

dilution by dead lithic carbon. Such adjusted ages can be

valuable as input to mixing cell models (Himmelblau and

Bischoff, 1968) and may be employed to calculate mean

water ages from which regional flow velocities, permea-

bilities, and recharge may be deduced.

Results

Results of age adjustment using the factor Q are

presented in Table 19. The ages are listed in two groups.

The upper group is composed of samples that have unadjusted

ages less than one thousand years (B.P. 1950), and with

A(CaCO3 ) = 20 96 modern, the approximate mean of C-14 activity

of soil calcite, and A(CO2 ) = 100% modern, the adjusted

ages are all negative, i.e., future ages. Listed in the
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table are trial adjusted ages assuming that A(CO2 ) was

greater than 100% modern as a result of bomb C-14 from

post 1954 A.D. nuclear weapons tests. With the exception

of B-50, the change from negative to positive age Occurs

for 105.6.- A(CO 2 ) 1 110% modern.

The lower group consists of samples with unadjusted

ages greater than 100 years (B.P.). Listed in the table

are trial ages assuming A(CO 2 )	 100% modern and 0

A(CaCO
3 ) = 50% modern, taking into account the variation

in radiocarbon content of soil calcite.

Discussion

Although negative ages were calculated in the upper

group for A(CO2 ) = 100% modern, the age passes through 0

between 105 and 115% modern for the remaining sample. It

is therefore probable that these waters were recharged

sometime after 1954, but only the presence of bomb tritium

in these waters could affirm this hypothesis. It had been

considered that an estimate of the year of recharge could

be determined by examining the record of bomb radiocarbon

contamination of atmospheric CO 2 since 1954 in an attempt

to find the years which had A(CO 2 ) = 105-115% modern.

Such a range of activities corresponds to the calculated

values of A(CO2 ) for water of zero age. However, even a

cursory examination of the uncertainties involved in both
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measured and calculated data essentially precludes this

approach. These sources of error are:

a. counting statistical error;

b. a ± 5% error in the computation of Q due to error

in chemical analysis;

c. the 25 ± 16% modern carbon-14 activity of soil

calcite.

Samples in the lower group illustrate the varia-

bility of adjusted ages with changing calcite activity.

Such variability is, of course, a function of the iregni-

tude of Q, there being less effect as Q approaches 1. For
r‘,

values of Q = .75, the range in adjusted ages can be more

than 1000 years. Refinement of the mean for A(CaCO3 )

could lower this error somewhat. However, the most ex-

pedient procedure would be to date waters that have as high

a value for Q as possible, thereby minimizing the effect

of calcite activity. For example, a water sample with

Q = 1.0 requires no age adjustment and the error in the

age is just the counting error. However, samples with

Q < 1.0 require age adjustment and additional errors arise

from the chemical analytical error in calculation of Q

(approximately ± 5%) and the uncertainty in the calcite

activity (± 16% modern). Obviously, the error contribution

as a result of the uncertainty in the activity of soil

calcite decreases as Q approaches 1.



CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A chemical- isotopic equilibrium model was developed

for calculating the initial radiocarbon activity of ground-

water from the arid Tucson basin, Arizona. As input, the

model used the laboratory chemical analyses for Ca++

Mg++ , Na+ , K+ H4 SiO 4 , SO 4 , HCO3 , CO3 , NO3 , and pH,

and the mass spectrometric determination of 6 C-13 for the

total dissolved carbon in the groundwater. Output consisted

of the equilibrium chemical composition of the groundwater

with respect to major aqueous species and ion pairs, and

6 C-13 of total dissolved carbon, H2CO3' HCO3 ' and CO3,

and 6 C-13 for the soil CO
2 and calcite that initially

dissolved in the surface water as it equilibrated with soil

minerals. The initial radiocarbon activity was computed

by;

1. determining the calcium concentration that came only

from the dissolution of calcite (CaCO 3 ) by subtracting

calcium from gypsum (CaSO 4 •2H20), anorthite (CaAl 2 Si20 8 )

and Ca-montmorillonite (Ca 0.167Al2.33 Si3.67010 (OH) 2 ) from

the total calcium;

158
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2. subtracting Ca++ (CaCO 3 ) from the total equilibrium

carbonate concentration and dividing by the total carbonate

concentration, yielding the ratio of soil CO 2 derived carbon

(assumed 100% modern in C-14 pre-A.D, 1890) to total

dissolved carbon, Q, that corresponds to the initial C-14

activity of the groundwater if the dissolved calcite con-

tained no C-14.

A major goal of this work was the adjustment of raw

radiocarbon dates of Tucson basin groundwaters analyzed by

Bennett (1965). Mean computed value for Q of these waters

was 0.838 ± .074. Experimental determinations of the radio-

carbon activity of soil calcite from the Tucson basin

yielded a mean value of (24 ± 19)% modern that compares

favorably with work by Sigalove (1969) who obtained

(26.4 ± 12)% modern for shallow caliche samples from this

area. The mean initial activity for these groundwaters is

about 87% modern when calcite activity is considered.

This value compares well with that of Vogel (1970) who

found empirically that the initial activity of groundwaters

in western Europe and Africa had a mean of 85 ± 5% modern.

Since the model calculated the values of (5 C-13

for soil CO2 and CaCO3 
using the input measured value of

cS C-13 (total carbon), input from the chemical model,

i.e., Q 1 and temperature corrected isotopic fractionations,

a unique opportunity existed for testing the validity 
of
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the chemical and isotopic equilibrium assumptions by com-

paring predicted values with experimental values. The

mean calculated 6 C-13 (CO 2 ) was (-12.9	 1.9) per mil as

compared with the mean measured value of (-15.1 ± 2.8)

per mil. Agreement was better when two rural soil CO 2

samples were averaged, yielding 6 C-13	 -12.2 per mil.

The mean calculated 6 C-13 (CaCO 3
) was (-3.9 ± 1.7) per mil

as compared with a mean measured value of (-3.6 ± 1.7)

per mil. On the basis of these results, it is likely that

the chemical and isotopic equilibrium model developed here

adequately describes the natural system.



CHAPTER 7

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

1. Study, in detail, the variation of 5 C-13 in

well log calcite as a possible paleoclimatic indicator.

2. Using the adjusted radiocarbon ages in this

report, calculate mean water ages.

3. Continue the soil CO 2 i5 C-13 
study on a more

detailed level, i.e., seasonal and diurnal variation for

a rural and an urban site.

4. Investigate the occurrence of "pedogenic

carbonate" using d C-13 determinations on calcite in

conjunction with (S C-13 measurements on soil CO 2 .
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FLOW CHARTS AND FORTRAN IV COMPUTER PROGRAMS
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PROGRAM C14CRCT(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE1=INPUT)
c************* ***************************************44 4 ** **
C THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO COMPUTE THE EQUILIBRIUM CON-
C CENTRATIONS OF AQUEOUS SPECIES FROM A KNOWLEDGE
C OF THE SAMPLE SITE TEMPERATURE IN DES. F AND THE LABORATORY
C CONC. (PPM) OF CA, MG, NA, CL, PH, SO4, HCO3, NO3, H4SI04,
C AND THE TEMPERATURE CORRECTED (VANtT HOFF EQUATION) EQUIL-
C IBRIUM CONSTANTS. THE PROGRAM COMPUTES DEL C-13 OF THE
C TOTAL CARBON IN SOLUTION AS A FUNCTION OF THE EQUILIBRIUM
C DEL C-13 OF THE SOIL CO2, AND THE DEL C-13 OF THE SOIL CAL-C CITE.
C INPUT TEMPERATURE IS IN DEGREES FARENHEIT
C INPUT CONCENTRATIONS ARE IN PPM
C A1H IS THE FIRST ACID DISSOCIATION CONSTANT
C A2H IS THE SECOND ACID DISSOCIATION CONSTANT
C ASP IS THE SOLUBILITY PRODUCT OF CALCITE
C TEMPCOR(A,B,C) IS A STATEMENT FUNCTION FOR COMPUTING THE
C NATURAL LOG OF THE TEMPERATURE CORRECTED EQUILIBRIUM CON-
C STANT, WHERE A IS THE SUM OF THE ENTHALPIES OF FORMATION OF
C THE PRODUCTS MINUS R E ACTANTS, B IS THE TEMPERATURE IN DEG.
C KELVIN, AND C IS THE VALUE FOR THE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT AT
C 298 DEG. KELVIN.
c********************************************************* **

TEMPCOR ( A , B , C)=A * (B298.)/(B*298.*1.987)+ALOG(C)
PRINT 101

101 FORMAT (1H1,49X,*INPUT AND OUTPUT PARAMETERS OF THE MO
1DEL*)

1	 READ 108, ISAMPLE,JSAMPLE,KSAMPLE
108	 FORMAT(3A10)

IF(E0F(1)) 99,4
4	 READ 100, PCO2,F,CA,SMG,SNA,SK,SCL,PH

READ 100, SSO4,SHCO3,SCO3,SNO3,SH4SI04,FPH
READ 100, TRAW,SIGMA,DELC/3

100	 FORMAT(8E10.1)
PRINT 107, ISAMPLE,JSAMPLE,KSAMPLE

107	 FORMAT(//////////,45X,*SAMPLE NUMBER *,3A10)
BTEMP=(5./9.)*(F•32.)
PRINT 500, BTEMP

500	 FORMAT(//11CX,*TEMPERATURE (DEG. C) AT SITE=*,F10.2)
PRINT 102

102	 FORMAT(//,1X, -CONCENTRATIONS FROM LAB ANALYSIS WPM/ 4 )
PRINT 103

103 FORMAT (//,8X*CA*13X*MG*13X*NA*14X*K*13X*CL*12X*SO4*12
1X*HCO3*12X*NO3 4. 1CX*LAB PH)
PRINT 104,CA,SMG,SNA,SK,SCL,SSO4,SHCO3,SNO3,PH

104 FORMAT (/14X,E10.3,5X,E10.3,5X,E10.3,5X,E10.3,5X,E10.3
1 , 5 X,E 10 . 3 ,5X,E10.3,5X,E10.3,5X,E10.3)
PRINT 115, TRAW,SIGMA,DELC13

115	 FORMAT(//,1X,*RAW AGE=*,F8.0,10X,*SIGMA=*,F5.0,10X,*DE
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1 L - C 13 = * ,F8.21//)
C CONVERT PPM TO MOLALITY

ZCA=CA/40.08E3
ZMG=SMG/24.32E3
ZNA=SNA/22.991E3
ZK=SK/39.100E3
ZCL=SCL/35.457E3
ZSO4=S504/96.066E3
Z003=SCO3/60.E3
ZHCO3=SHCO3/61.E3
ZNO3=SNO3/62.008E3
SH 4 SIO4=SH4SI04/96.09E3

C INPUT THE VALUES FOR THE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS, WHERE AHEN
C IS THE HENRY �S LAW CONSTANT FOR CO2 DISSOLVING IN PURE H20
C AiM IS THE FIRST ACID DISSOCIATION CONSTANT FOR CARBONIC
C ACID, A2H IS THE SECOND ACID DISSOCIATION FORCARBONIC ACID,
C AND ASP IS THE SOLUBILITY PRODUCT CONSTANT FOR CALCITE,
C AND AW IS THE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT FOR PURE WATER AT 25 C.

AHEN=3.715E-2
A1H=4.16E-7
A2H=4.84E-11
ASP=4.59E-9
AW=1.E-14

C INPUT THE CHANGE IN ENTHALPIES FOR THE SEVERAL EQUILIBRIA.
HHEN=-4.6312E3
H1H=1.82E3
H2H=3.55E3
HSP=-2.95E3
HW=1.336E4
T=B TEMP
BTEMP=BTEMP+273.

C CALCULATE THE TEMPERATURE CORRECTED EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS.
BHEN=EXP(TEMPCOR(HHEN,BTEMP,AHEN))
B1H=EXP(TEMPCOR(H1H,BTEMP,A1H))
B2H=EXP(TEMPCOR(H2H,BTEMP,A2H))
BW=EXP(TEMPCOP(HW,BTEMP,AW))
BSP=EXP(TEMPCOR(HSP,BTEMP,ASP))

C INITIALIZE SPECIES CONCENTRATIONS AT THE INPUT MOLALITIES
CA=ZCA $ SMG=ZMG $ SNA=ZNA $ SK=ZK $ SCL=ZCL
SCO3=ZCO3 $ SHCO3=ZHCO3$ SNO3=ZNO3 $ SSO4=ZSO4

C INITIALIZE ACTIVITY COEFFS. FOR UNI- AND DI-VALENT IONS.
ACT1=0.9
ACT2=.7

C INITIALIZE TO ZERO IGN PAIRS.
SCACO3=0."11
SMGS0=0.0
SCAS0=0.0
SNAS0=0.0

C CALCULATE CA003 ION PAIR CONCENTRATION AND SUBTRACT FROM
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C INPUT CALCIUM.
SCACO=BSP/6.00E-4
CA=CA-SCACO

C INITIALIZE CA CONCENTRATION AT CORRECTED INPUT VALUE.
SCA=CA

C IF NO LAB PH IS AVAILABLE, CALCULATE FROM HCO3 AND CA ACT-C IVITIES.
IF(PH.EQ.7.) 1201,1202

1201 AH=(4.84E-11*ACT1*ACT1*ZCA*ZHCO3)/4.5E-9
PH=-ALOG10(AH)

C INITIALIZE CONCENTRATIONS OF 9 AND OH ION.
1202 09 =14.-PH

SOH=10.**(-0H)
SH=10.**(-PH)

C CALCULATE THE CONCENTRATION OF CARBONATE ION.
SCO 3=(A2H*SHCO3)/(ACT2*SH)

C SET ITERATION COUNTER TO ZERO.
K1=0

3 XCA = SCA

CALCULATE THE IONIC STRENGTH

U= SORT (2 . *( SCA+SVG+S504+SCO3)+0.5*(SNA+5K+SCL+SHCO3+SN
103+SOH+SH+SNASO))

CALCULATE THE ACTIVITY COEFFICIENT FOR MONOVALENT IONS

EX=-0.509 4 U/(1.0+1.3 4 U)
ACT1=10. 4*EX

CALCULATE THE ACTIVITY COEFFICIENT FOR DIVALENT IONS

EX=EX*4.
ACT2=10.**EX

C MAGNESIUM SULFATE ION PAIR

c***********************************************************
C THE GENERAL METHOD OF SOLUTION IS AS FOLLOWS.
C MG++ + S O 4= = MGSO4 ION PAIR
C IF X3 IS THE NUMBER OF MOLES CHANGE REQUIRED TO REACH EQUI-
c LIBRIUM, THEN FOR THE MGSO4 ION PAIR REACTION
C SMGSO = SMGSO + X3
C SMG = SMG	 X3
C SSO4 = SO4 - X3
C THE EQUILIBRIUM CONDITION MAY BE WRITTEN AS
C K=5.9E-3 = (ACT2*(SMG-X3)*ACT2(SSO4-X3))/(3MG50+X3)
C THIS EXPRESSION LEADS TO A QUADRATIC IN X3 THAT MAY BE
C SOLVED BY THE QUADRATIC FORMULA.
C IF THE SIGN OF THE DETERMINANT XXXX IS POSITIVE, THEN THE
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C REACTION IS PROCEEDING TO THE RIGHT AND THE QUADRATIC ISC SOLVED FOR X3. THEN THE CONCENTRATIONS OF SMGSO, SMG, ANDC SSO4 ARE ADJUSTED APPROPRIATELY.
C IF, HOWEVER, XXX IS NEGATIVE OR ZERO, NO MG OR SO4 IS FORM-C ING THE MGSO4 ION PAIR, AND THE VALUE OF X3 IS SET EQUALC TO ZERO.
c ************* *****************4*********************** *****

IF(SSO4)796,796,791
791 IF(SM0)796,796,792
792 AA=ACT2**2

BB= - ( 5 .9E - 3+AA*SMG+AA*SSO4)
CC=AA *SMG*SSO4-5.9E-3 4.SMGS0
XXXX=BB*BB-4.G*AA 4 CC
IF(XXXX)793,793,794

793 X3=C.0
GO TO 795

794 X 3 =( - 88 - SOPT(XXXX))/(2.0*AA)
795 SMGSO=SMGS0+X3

SMG=SMG-X3
SSO4=SSO4-X3

CALCIUM SULFATE ION PAIR

796 IF(SSO4)296,296,291
291 IF(SCA)296,296,292
292 AA=ACT2**2

88=-(4.9E-3+AA*SCA+AA*SSO4)
CC=AA*SCA*SSO4-4.9E-3 4- SCASO
XXXX=8B*BB- 14. 6*AA*CC
IF(XXXX)293,293,294

293 X4=0.0
GO TO 295

294 X4=(-6B-SCIRT(XXXX))/(2.0*AA)
295 SCASO=SCASO+X4

SCA=SCA-X4
SSO4=SSO4-X4

C SODIUM SULFATE ION PAIR

296 IF(SSO4)396,396,391
391 IF(SNA)396,396,392
392 AA=ACT2

BB=-(1.9E-1+AA*SNA+AA*SSO4)
CC=AA*SNA*SSO4-1.9E-1 4-SN4SO
XXXX=B8 4 88- L+. 9*AA*CC
IF(XXXX)393,393,394

393 X5=0.0
GO TO 395
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394 X5=(-0B-SCIRT(XXXX))/(2.04-AA)
395 SNASO=SNAS00(5

SNA=SNA-X5
SSO4=SSO4-X5

CALCULATE THE HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION

CH = ((82H*(ACT2**2)*SH4SCA*SCO3)/(A2H*BSP))+((2*B2H*A
1 CT 2* SCO 3* SCA)/BSP)-((2*B2H)/ACT2)

C IS CALCIUM CONCENTRATION CONSTANT

396 K1=K1+1

ERROR=(XCA-SCA)/XCA
IF(ABS(ERROR).GT..01)G0 TO 3
PH=-ALOG1G(CH*ACTi)
SCO3=BSP/(SCA*(ACT2**2))
SHCO3=(CH*ACT2 4 SCO3)/32H
SH 2 CO 3 =(CH 4SHCO3*(ACTI**2))/B1H
PCO2=SH2CO3/BHEN
CSP=SCA*SCO3 4 (ACT2**2)
C 1 H=(CH 4 SHCO3*(ACT1 4*2))/(SH2CO3)
C2H=(CH*SCO3*ACT1)/(SHCO3)
TCA=SCA+SCASO
XCA=SCA+SCACO - SSO4-SCASO-SNASO-SMGS0

C CALCULATE K(T) FOR ALBITE-KAOLINITE
PAK=C.046+0.00323*T
AAK=10.**PAK

C CALCULTATE K(T) FOR MICPOCLINE-KAOLINITE
PMK=0.01629*T-2.931
AMK=10.**PMK

C CALCULATE K(T) FOR ANORTHITE-KAOLINITE
PANK=18.84-0.07114*T
AANK=10.**PANK

C CALCULATE K(T) FOR ILLITE-KAOLINITE
PKIK=1.692-0.005086*T
AKIK=19.*PKIK

C CALCULATE K(T) FOR CA-MONTMORIL-KAOLINITE
PMOK=0.01143*T-16.6
AMOK=10.**PMOK
H4SIO4=SH45IO4

C CALCULATE ACTIVITY PRODUCT FOR ALBITE-KAOLINITE
APAK=ASNA*H4SI04)/CH

C CALCULATE ACTIVITY PPODUCT FOR MICROCLINE-KAOLINITE
APMK=(SK*H4SIO4*H4SI04)/CH

C REPEAT FOR THE REACTION, ANORTHITE-KAOLINITE
APAK1=(SCA*ACT2)/(CH 4 CH 4ACT1*ACTi)

C REPEAT FOR THE REACTION, ILLITE-KAOLINITE
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APIK=MACT1*S K )**0 . 6)*(( ACT2*SMG) ."0.25)*((H4SIO4)**1
1**1 . 2 ))/((CH*ACT1)**1.1)

C REPEAT FOR THE REACTION CA MONT-KAOL
APCK=(SCA4A CT 2* H 4 SI 04" 8 .)/((CH*ACT1)*(CH 4 ACT1))C COMPUTE LOG OF RATIO ACT PROD TO K(T)
D1=ALOG10(APAK/AAK)
02=ALOG10(APMK/AMK)
D 3 =ALOG10(APAK1/AANK)
D 4=ALOG10(APIK/AKIK)
D 5 =ALOG10(APCK/AMOK)

C OUTPUT FOR SILICATE MINERAL EQUILIBRIA
	25	 PRINT 95, H4S104

	

95	 FORMAT(10Xl*H4SIO4=4,E10.3)
PRINT 96, APAK,APMK,APAK1,APIK,APCK

	

96	 FORMAT(10X,*AP(ALBITE-KAOL)=*,E10.3,/,10X,
1	 *AP(MICRO-KAOL)=*,E16.3,/,10X,
2	 *AP(ANORTH-KAOL)=*,E10.3,/,10X,
3	 4AP(ILLITE-KAOL)=4-,E10.3,/,10X,
4	 *AP(CAMONT-KAOL)=*,E10.3)
PRINT 97, AAK,AMK,AANK,AKIK,AMOK

	

97	 FORMAT(10X,*K(ALBITE-KAOL)=*,E1L-).3,/,10X,
1	 *K(MICRO-KAOL)=*,E10.3,/,13X,
2	 *K(ANORTH-KAOL)=*,E17.3,/,10X,
3	 *K(ILLITE-KAOL)=4-,E10.3,/,10X,
4	 *K(CAM0NT-KAOL)=4,E1).3)
PRINT 98, D1,D2,03,04,D5

	

98	 FORMAT(10X,*LOG RATIO OF AP TO K 4 ,/,20X,
1	 *D1=*E10.3,/,20X,
2	 *D2=4E10.3,/,20X,
3	 *D3=4E10.3,/,20X,
4	 *D4=*E10.3,/,20X,
5	 *D5=*E10.3)
IF(05.LE.1..AND.05.GE.-1.) XCA=XCA-H4SI04/8.
IF(03.LE.1..AND.03.GE.-1.) XCA=XCA-q.5 4 SH
IF(XCA.LT.C.) XCA=0.

G COMPUTE EounieRium FRACTIONATIONS FOR C-13/C-12
RB=9.9-0.1*T
RC= - 0.5
RD=10.3-(2.7/25.)*T
BX=SHCO3
CX=SH2CO3
DX=SCO3
CA=SCA

C COMPUTE CHEMICAL CORRECTION FACTOR (0 IN THEORY)
FACTOR=1.-XCA/(BX+CX+DX)
PRINT 993, FACTOR

	993	 FORMAT(/////,1X,*CHEMICAL CORRECTION FACTOR=*,F10.3)
C COMPUTE ADJUSTED C-14 AGES FOR A RANGE OF ACTIVITIES
C OF SOIL CO2 AND CALCITE
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DO 199 M=1,11
4 =10.*M-10.
DO 99 0 J=1,12
8 = 0 .95	 J*.05
TCORR=TRAW+8018 . 61* ALOG(B * FACTORI-(1.-FACTOR) 4 A*1.E-2)
BB=100.*B

990	 PRINT 991, TCORR I A,BB
199	 CONTINUE
991	 FORMAT(/,1X,*TOOPR=*F8.0,1CX,*PPRCPNT MODERN CACO3=*,

1F4.0,10X,*PERCENT MODERN SOIL CO2=*,F4.0)
CALL CO2CALC(T,PCO2)
Z=BX+CX4DX-XCA

C CALCULATE EQUILIBRIUM CARBON ISOTOPE COMPOSITION
PRINT 450, RB,RD

450	 FORMAT(//,1GX,*RB=*,F5.1,10X,*RD=*,F5.1)
PRINT 987

987	 FORMAT(//,5X,*C-1-3(TOTAL-C)4.5X4C-13(DIS. CO2)
- 5X

l * C -13 (HCO3 - )*5X*C-13(CO3=1*5X*SOIL CO2 C- 135X
2*SOIL CALCITE C-13*)
DO 2100 IT=7,30
TIN=-IT
S8=TIN+11.2-(1.8/25.)*T
TCX= ( TIN *Z+SB * XCA - BX 4 (RB - RC)-DX*(RD-RC))/(BX+CX+DX)
TBX=TCX-1-(RB-RC)
TOX=TCX-1-(RD-RC)
TCCX=(CX*TCX+BX*TBX+DX*TDX)/(BX+CX-1-0X)

2100	 PRINT 988, TCCX,TCX,TBX,TDX,TIN,SB
988	 FOR1AT(5X,F13.2,5X,F14.2,5X,F11.2,5X,F10.2,5X,F13.2,7X

1,7X,F15.2)
STCO2=SH2CO3+SHCO3+SCO3
PRINT 105

105	 FORMAT(///,1X,*CALCULATED CONCENTRATIONS (MOLALITY)*)
PRINT 106

106 FORMAT (//,8X*CA*12X*PCO2 4 8X*CO2 IN SOLN*7X*H2CO3*11
1X*CO3*10X 4 CACO3 4 11X 4HCO3*9X*FIELD PH*7X*CALC PHA')
PRINT 104, TCA,PCO2,STCO2,SH2CO3,SCO3,SCAC07,SHCO3,FPH

1, PH
PRINT 109

109	 FORMAT(///,7X*CALCIUM*8X4SULFATE*10X*MGSO4*10X*CASO4*
1*10X 4 NASO4*10X*CACO3*12X*CSP*11X*ACT1 4- 11X*ACT2 4 )
PRINT 104, SCA,SSO4,SMGSO,SCASO,SNASO,SCACO,CSP,ACT1,

1ACT2
PRINT 111

111 FORMAT(///7X*BHEN 4 11X*B1H*13X 4 B2H*12X*BW*13X*BSP*)
PRINT 104,BHEN,B1H,82H,BW,BSP
PRINT 112, K1

112 FORMAT (///,7X,I5)
GO TO

99 STOP
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SUBROUTINE CO2CALC(TEMP,PCO2)
CO2 REACTIONS IN PURE WATER
IN PUT 002 PARTIAL PRESSURE IN ATM.
BTEMP DEG CENT
AHEN ATM MOLE /L
A2H 1ST ACID DIS CONST
A2H 2ND ACID DIS CONST
AW=1.E-14
AHEN=3.715E-2
AlH=4.16E-7
A2H=4.84E-11
BBB=AHEN
DELH=-4.6312E3
BTEMP=TEMP+273.
EX = DELH *( BTEM P-298 .)/(BTEMP*298.*1.987)+ALOG(BBB)
BHEN=EXP(EX)
BBB=A1H
DELH=1.82E3
EX = DELH * (BTEMP - 298.)/(BTEMP*298. 4. 1.987)+ALOG(BBB)
B1H = EXP(EX)
BBB=A2H
DELH=3.55E3
EX=DELH * (BTEMP - 298.)/(BTEMP*298. 4. 1.987)+ALOG(BBB)
B2H=EXP(EX)
BBB=AW
DELH=1.336E4
EX=DELH * (9TEMP -298.)/(BTEMP 4 298.*1.987)+ALOG(B3B)
BW=EXP(EX)
SH=1.CE-7
SOH=1.0E-7
SHCO3=0.0
SCO3=0.0
ACO2=PCO2
SH2CO3=BHEN 4 ACO2
IONIC STRENGTH

3 U=SORT(2. 4- SCO3+0.5*(SH+SOH+SH003))
CALCULAT ACTIVITY COEF. OF MONO VALENT IONS
EX=-0.5 3 9*U/(1.0+1.3*U)
ACT1=10.**EX
ACT. COEF. OF DIVALENT IONS
EX=EX*4.
ACT2=10.**EX
DISSOSIATION OF H2CO3
BB=SHCO3+SH
CC=SHCO3*SH-(B1H*SH2CO3)/ACT1**2
X=(-BB+SORT(BB 4 BB-4.*CC))/2.
SH=SH+X
SHCO3=SHCO3+X
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DISSOSIATION OF HCO3
BB=SCO3+SH+B2H/ACT2
CO=SH * SCO3 - B2H*SHCO3/ACT2
X 1=(-6B+SORT(BB 4 BB-4.*CC))/2.
SH=SH+X1
SCO3=SCO3+X1
SHCO3=SHCO3+X1
DISS. OF H20
BB=SH+SOH
CO=SH*S0H-BW/ACT1**2
X 2 = (- BB+SORT(BB*B6-4.*CC))/2.
SH=SH+X2
SOH=S0H+X2
IF ( ABS(X+X1+X2)-1.E-9)2,2,3
OUT PUT
PRINT 472

	

472	 FORMAT(1H1,11X,*PCO2*7X*DIS. CO2 4.13X*PH*10X 4H2CO3*1CX
l *HCO 3-* 10X*CO3--*4X*TEMPERATURE*)
TOTAL CO2 DISSOLVED
STCO2=SH2CO3+SHCO3+SCO3
PH OF SOLUTION
PH=-ALOG1C(SH*ACT1)
PRINT IN ORDER CO 2 ,DIS.0O2,PH,H2CO3,HCO3,AND CO3
PRINT 101 ,ACO2,ST002,PH,SH2003,SHCO3,SCO3,TEMP

	

1C1	 FORMAT(7E15.2)
C TO DETERMINE THE CARBON ISOTOPE COMPOSITION OF THE AQUEOUS
C CO2, HCO3-, AND CO3-- IONS.
C SA=SOIL ATMOSPHERE CO2 DEL C-13

PRINT 474

	

474	 F0RMAT(//,1X,*DEL C-13(TOTAL CAR8ON) 10-10X
1 4-S0IL CO2 DEL C-13*)
DO 1025 ISA=7,30
SA=-ISA

C RB=SIGMA(CO2(G)-HCO3)
RB=9.9-0.1*TEMP

C RC=SIGMA(CO2(G)-0O2(A0))
RC=-0.5

C RO=SIGMA(CO2(G)-0O3)
RD=10.3-(2.7/25.)*TEMP
TC=SA+RC
TB=SA+RB
TD=SA+RD

C T=DEL C-13 OF ALL CARBON SPECIES IN SOLUTION
1=(SH2CO3*TC+SHCO3 4. TB+SCO3 4-TD)/(SH2CO3+SHCO3+SCO3)

1025 PRINT 475, T, SA

	

475	 FORMAT(10X,E13.2,10X,E16.2)
RETURN
END
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PROGRAM DELCALC(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE3=INPUT,TAPE4)
**********************************************************

C THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO COMPUTE THE CORRECTED (CRAIG,C 1957) VALUES OF DEL-C-13 AND DEL-0-18 W.R.T. PUB. THEC INPUT VALUES ARE RAW DIFFERENCES AS DETERMINED BY MASSC SPECTROMETRY. THE RELATIVE ERROR IS ALSO GIVEN IN THEC OUTPUT.
**********************************************************

DIMENSION R(25), S(25), DEL(3), ERROR(3), Z(2)
500	 IPAGE=0

PRINT 9
9	 FORMAT(1H1,/,10X,34HSAMPLE NO.	 DEL-45 STDEV-45

1,46HDEL-46 STDEV-46	 DEL-C13 SIGMA-C13 STDEV-C13
2,30H	 DEL-018 SIGMA-018 STDEV-018)

14	 READ(3,10) LABEL
10	 FORMAT(A10)

IF(E0F(3)) 99,15
15	 DO 1000 J=1,2

READ(3,1) N
1

	

	 FORMAT(I2)
Z(J)=N
M=N-1
READ(3,2) (R(I),I=1,N)
READ(3,2) (S(I),I=1,N)

2	 FORMAT(16(F4.0,1X))
READ(3,3) A,B

3	 FORMAT(2F4.3)
IF(B.EQ.0.) B=A
DO 250 I=1,N
R(I)=R(I)/1.E6 + A

250	 S(I)=S(I)/1.E6 +B
DO 300 I=2,N

300	 S(I-1)=(S(I-1)+S(I))/2.
DO 400 I=1,M

400	 S(I)=(S(I)-R(I))*1.E3
CALL STATS(M,S,RSBARIRSDEV)
CALL STATS(N,R,RBAR,RDEV)
DEL(J)=RSBAR/RBAR
ERROR(J)=DEL(J)*SORT(RSDEV**2/RS8AR**2+RDEV"2/RBAR**2)
ERROR(J)=ABS(ERROR(J))

1000	 CONTINUE
DELC13=1.05587*DEL(1)-0.03368*DEL(2)-11.09
DEL018=0.99128*0EL(2)+0.00947*DEL(1)-9.79
SIGMA=SORT(ERR0R(1) 4 2+ERROR(2)**2)
SIGMAR=(SORT(ABS(DELC13*SIGMA*SIGMA)))/(AB5(Z(1)*DELC1

13))
SGMAR=(SQRT(ABS(DEL018 4-SIGMA*SIGMA)))/(ABS(Z(2)*DEL018

1))
PRINT 4,LABEL,DEL(1),ERROR(1),DEL(2),ERROR(2),DELC13,
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1 SIGMAR , SIGMA,OEL018,SGMAR,SIGMA
4	 FORMAT(/,10X,A10,19F10.3)

WRITE (4,5) LABEL,DELC13,SIGMAR,SIGMA,DEL018,SGMAR,SIGMA
5

	

	 FORMAT(A10,2(F8.3,2F5.3))
IPAGE=IPAGE+1
IF(IPAGE.EQ.30) GO TO 500
GO TO 14

99	 STOP
END
SUBROUTINE STATS(N,X,X3AR 9 SIGMA)
DIMENSION X(25)
SUM=SUMDIF=0.
DO 100 I=1,N

100	 SUM=SUM+X(I)
XBAR=SUM/N
DO 200 I=1,N
DIF=XBAR-X(I)

200	 SUMDIF=SUMDIF+DIF*DIF
A=N-1
IF(A.EQ.0.) A=1.
SIGMA=SORT(SUMDIF/A)
RETURN
END
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